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Murray, Ky.,Tuesday Afternoon,June 9. 1981

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
,CITY

$15 To $20 Million Expected

,

•";.1

State To Cut Spending
By End Of Fiscal Year
By SY RAMSEY
lagging receipts from the 5-cent sales
"But we are concerned about the
Associated Press Writer
tax. About one-third of the state's depressed sales tax — it does not porFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The General Fund income comes from tend well," he said.
state will cut spending another $15 that tax.
Warren said collections from the
million to-$20 million in the next three
"The budget will be balanced on Ju- state individual income tax are runnweeks, Deputy Finance Secretary ly 1," Warren said."We will continue ing about $20 million more than exRobert Warren says.
to cut expenditures when necessary." pected this year.
This is being done to avert a deficit
He said the disappointing revenue
On the other hand, corporate inbefore the fiscal year ends.
from the sales tax is the state's main come tax receipts are almost the
He said part of the shortfall is due to fiscal problem and reflects the na- same amount lower than forecast,
the length of the United Mine Workers tional recession.
which offsets that gain, Warren said.
coal strike — almost one month longer
"Basically, we taX durable goods
There was talk of calling a special
than state finance officials an-, and retail sales," Warren said. "And legislative session last year to cope
ticipated. The state collects a that's where folks cut back during a with the,looming deficit, but Brown
severance tax on coal.
recession."
made the spending cuts on his own.
The administration of Gov. John Y.
The goods and services KenWarren said that since the General
Brown Jr., faced with declining tuckians continue to buy in the same Assembly meets in regular session
revenues, had cut spending $114 quantities are exempt from the sales next January, it can handle any future
million for this fiscal year, then an- tax, such as grocery foods, medicine fiscal problems.
nounced an additional $11 million and utilities.
reduction for a total of $125 million.
Warren said sales tax collections
The new cuts raise the total to at least for the year have been running about
$140 million.
$30 million below all previous
For next fiscal year, which begins estimates.
July 1,the administration plans to cut
Through April, the total taken in
expenditures by $185 million to avoid was $520 million or almost 3 percent
a shortfall.
below the estimate for the 10 months.
The Murray State University Board
Warren, who heads the Office of
The state's General Fund, which
Policy and Management,said in an in- finances most operations and ser- of Regents will meet at 1 p.m. Saturday, June 13, in the board room of
terview that "we could well be vices, runs about $2 billion annually.
Wells Hall on the MSU campus.
with
the
another
$20
million
to
$30
million
in
sticking
he
is
said
Warren
MURRAY BY AIR — As warmer and hopefully drier weather has rolled around, summer activities are picking
Items on the agenda include: tenure
the red" over anthubove the $185 forecast of a general 11 percent inup and soon will fill the Murray-Calloway County Park complex. Shown from an aerial photo are some of the
million next year.
crease in state revenue next fiscal recommendations; appointment of a
park facilities. In the background is the Murray State University campus.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders
chairman for the department of
He attributed that gloomy outlook to year.
agriculture; appointment of an inyear's
previous
that
the
said
But he
base is lower — because of the $140 terim chairman for the department of
million shortfall — and the extra computer studies; concerns of regent
Bill Morgan; review of the salary and
money won't go as far.
Warren said the state hopes to make tenure policies; review of the
up much of the severance taxes it lost academic committee structure; comduring
the United Mine Workers mittee reports; personnel policy
meeting of the U.N. Security Council. said there was no danger the reactor the action.
By MARCUSELIASON
ended Monday because amendment; discussion of the sumwhich
strike
30
because
Iraq
great,"
said
a
produce
bombs
"It's
great,
just
would
act
of
Associated Press Writer
li charged Israel with a "grave
will
be increased to offset mer employment policy: and faculty
production
signed the nuclear non-proliferation year-old economist who didn't want
aggression."
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) — Prime
and staff personnel and payroll items.
stockpiles.
dwindling
Internaof
the
his name used.
The United States, the Soviet Union, treaty and let experts
Minister Menachem Begin rejected
France, Britain, Italy, Egyptian tional Atomic Energy Agency inspect
widespread foreign condemnation of
President Anwar Sadat and most the facility recently.
the Israeli bombing of an Iraqi
State Department spokesman Dean
other
Arab governments denounced
nuclear reactor, and Israeli voters
Arab League Fischer said the United States "had
21-nation
attack.
The
the
who will decide his political fate June
called an emergency session to no evidence that Iraq has violated its
30 seemed pleased with the daring
arrogant commitments under the treaty."
discuss "Israel's
raid.
Shimon Peres, the leader of the opchallenge."
"We are not afraid of any reaction
position
Labor Party, declined to
said
it
The US. State Department
Roger Snyder, who pleaded guilty to one year in the county jail probated on
Five persons entered guilty pleas to
by the world," Begin said in a broad- had no advance warning of the raid. It comment. Begin said Peres had been
one
count of third degree burglary the condition that he make complete 4)
were
various
charges
and
two
others
cast Monday night."We had to act to
attack monsaid it was investigating whether informed of plans for the
one
count of theft of over $100, will restitution to the crime victim within
penitentiary
following
proand
sent
to
the
safeguard the safety and well-being of
weeks
Israel had violated agreements to use ths ago and wrote him three
receive
final sentencing Friday. The 30 days.
hearings
in
bation
revocation
the Israeli people."
warplanes and other weapons bought ago that he considered it Calloway County Circuit Court on commonwealth recommended three
The probations of Clint Fleagle and
The Israeli government, which
from the United States for defensive "undesirable."
one
Knight were revoked following
burglary
charge
and
John
on
the
years
Monday.
refuses to confirm or deny persistent
Many other political leaders compurposes only. But observers in
The court revoked Fleagle's
concurhearings.
charge
to
run
court
records:
the
theft
According to
year on
foreign reports that it has built a
Washington said a retaliatory cutoff plained because they had not been
probation in order for him to serve the
Pritchett
pleaded
guilty
to
rently.
Tim
dozen or more nuclear bombs, said
in U.S. arms sales to Israel was consulted. There were oblique sugges- third degree burglary and theft of
five-year penitentiary sentence imthe research reactor French and
tions from some that Begin ordered
unlikely.
posed on him March 28, 1980. Knight
over
$100.
Commonwealth's
attorney
a
plea
of
guilty
Clyde
Perry
entered
Italian technicians were building on
the attack with one eye on the June 30
vial serve a three-year penitentiary
a
Ron
Christopher
recommended
degree
forgery.
The
comto
third
the outskirts of Baghdad was being
Begin said he had sent a written ex- election.
term he received Sept. 14, 1979.
each
count
to
recommended
he
receive
sentence
of
one
year
on
monwealth
readied to manufacture nuclear planation of the attack to President
A random sampling of public opiFinal sentencing is
weapons to be used against Israel.
nion found Israelis elated, confused run concurrently.
Reagan.
set
for
July
24.
Iraq denied this and asked for a
French Premier Pierre Mauroy and worried, but generally in favor of
Lee Beach entered guilty pleas to
third degree burglary and second
degree persistent felony offender. The
commonwealth's recommendation
was five years in the penitentiary with
final sentencing scheduled today.
Sharon Mohler was listed in reports, the two vehicles, driven by
The commonwealth recommended satisfactory condition today at the Mohler and Gregory Overbey, ollidfive years in the penitentiary for Murray-Calloway County Hospital ed in a curve.
Overbey was treated and released
Mark McFarland, who pleaded guilty with "multiple lacerations" following
bonuses.
back-to-work
By The Associated Press
secretary-treasurer of Charleston,
a
two-vehicle
at
the hospital, the reports said.
to
nine
counts
of
second
degree
accident
Monday
on
Daniel said he did not know if
Most union coal mines are back to W.Va.based District 17."I don't know
In a separate incident Monday,
Swift Road in Calloway County, 10.4
forgery
and
one
count
of
second
planned.
picketing
was
business as usual, but United Mine what the holdup is."
Aileen P. Leslie, Route 1, Kirksey,
Randall Duncan of UMW District 23 degree persistent felony offender. He miles north of Murray.
Workers officials still are faced with
Meanwhile, rumors spread Monday
was treated and released at the Murwill
be
sentenced
Friday.
According
to
Kentucky
State
Police
up
hammering out a contract for some that some UMW contractors were said construction pickets showed
ray hospital after a two-vehicle collimines
earKentucky
few
western
at
a
11,000 UMW construction workers.
planning to set up picket lines outside
sion at North 16th. Street and the
ly Monday, but that they had left and
The majority of the 160,000 union the coal mines today.
Highway 121 Bypass, according to the
were
open.
the
mines
miners in the East and Midwest
Bob Bellows, who said he was a
Murray Police Department reports.
Robert Carter, president of UMW
returned to work Monday,marking an spokesman for miners in UMW Local
Joyce S. Waldrop, 2201 Quail Creek
end to the union's 10-week-old coal 1582, covering southern West District 30 in eastern Kentucky, said
Dr., northbound on North 16th, collidwere
construction
workers
thought
he
Virginia, said Monday that constrike.
ed with Leslie in the intersection, the
But the accord that they over- struction workers were ready to stop waiting to see what happens in the
reports said.
to
deciding
whether
before
whelmingly approved over the their colleagues from entering work talks
According to the reports, Waldrop
picket.
"Children's
Cultural
Adventures
in
mosphere
learof participating while
weekend does not apply to the con- today. reportedly
told police that she stopped
"From what I understand they are French," a summer program spon- ning," said Libby Hart, project coor"We honored their picket lines and
struction workers, whose negotiators
at the light but didn't see the Leslie
week,"
he
said.
wait
about
a
going
to
sored
by
the
Calloway
County
Public
dinator.
have been meeting daily with the we expect them to honor ours," he
vehicle coming.
On Monday, Virginia State Police Library, will convene for its third
Association of Bituminous Contrac- said, adding that the construction
Interested children may register by
Julie Waldrop, 2201 Quail Creek,
year July 6-31.
tors to get all the union miners back workers agreed to let the miners Initially said about 30 pickets at a
coming to the library or by contacting and Connie Steely, Sherwood Forest,
believed
to
be
site
were
Wise
County
return to the job Monday to "allow
on the job.
Registration is now open at the Diane Johnson, library staff coor- were passengers in the Waldrop vehi"They'll probably meet until they them to get their bonuses and their involved with the construction library for children who have just dinator,starting today.
cle. No other injuries were reported.
workers. But police said later that the completed the third and fourth
reach an agreement,unless there's an benefits."
another
protesting-ever
were
pickets
Daniel,
Union coal miners received $150
Impasse," said Maynard
grades. A maximum number of 20
issue, the failure of a local coal participants will be accepted on a
operator to sign an agreement with first-come, first-served basis. The
the union.
sessions will be held at 1 p.m. MonOfficials in major UMW states from day, Wednesday and Friday during
Utah to Pennsylvania all said Mon- the month of July in the Library Arts
One Section-14 Pages
day's return to work went smoothly.
Annex.
Aces
3
just
Everything's
Partly cloudy tonight and
"We're all back.
Mrs. Blythe has been involved with
Janice Blythe has been selected as
The all-volunteer project is staffed
Building Page
6 Wednesday with a chance of
Inc.,
AMAX
Gregg
of
John
fine,"
said
the first executive director of the Ken- tourism for many years and is
by a number of French teachers,
Church Directory
14 thunderstorms. Lows tonight in
presently serving her second term as Indiana's major coal producer. "We students
tucky . Tourism and Hospitality
and
Classifieds
12,
13
coordinators
who
have
the low to mid 70s and highs on
back."
they're
very
glad
a commissioner for the Louisville are
Federation.
donated their time each summer.
Comics
12 Wednesday in the upper 80s.
out,"
are
any
there
think
don't
"I
Convention and Visitors Bureau. She
"Although the position is presently
Crosswords
12
The Friends of the Library
Extended Forecast
a part-time situation for Mrs. Blythe, has been preeident of a company said Jim Hepe, a UMW District 8
Abby
12
Dear
checks
said
Ohio.
He
In
organizer
organization
Dry and warm Thursday
supplies the funding for
which planned activities and tours of
It will be a full-time challenge," acDeaths& Funerals
14
Monday turned up no reports of books, films, supplies and other needthrough Saturday. Morning lows
cording to Dick Thomas, president of the area for convention groups.
Dr.
Lamb
2 in the mid 50s to mid 60s. AfterOfficials
incidents.
ed
materials. In the past, the
Active in civic work, she serves on picketing or other
the statewide coalition of organiza4
Garrott's Galley
noon highs in the upper 70s to mid
the board of many organizations. She In PennsylvaniacdNest Virginia, Il- organization has held money-raising
tions and trade associations.
Horoscope
2 80s.
Utah
and
Alabama
Kentucky,
events
to
linois,
support
Is
the
children's
coordinated
voice
of
a
graduate
proof
the
for
a
University
of
Kenneed
"The
Inside Report
4
Lake Levels
leetthe private sector in the tourism and tucky and a member of the Jefferson all had similar reports.
2,3
Scene
Local
overwhelmingly
voted
Miners
"The
360.21
Lake Barkley
County
cultural
and National Alumni Advisory
program has gained
hospitality industry in Kentucky has
4
Opinion Page
Saturday to appove their new contract recognition over a wide area for its
360.19
Kentucky Lake
been felt for some time," Thomas Boards.
8,9
Nita Ewing of Kentucky's Western with the Bituminous Coal Operators purpose.of informing children of the
said. "Now that the federation is
ISP°113
that
end_ths.walkout
Association
and
language
Waterland
presently
and
obvious
serves
become
that
an
has
the
culture
of
another
counit
organised,
began March 27.
try, creating an enjoyable atfederation's board of directors.
the need for a staff is essential."

Murray State Board
Of Regents Will
Meet On Saturday

Israeli Voters Pleased With Raid

Begin Rejects Condemnation Of Bombing

Five Plead Guilty, Two Have
Parole Revoked In Circuit Court

Most Union Mines Are Back To
Work; Another Contract Faced

Woman Satisfactory
After Monday Collision

Children's Program
In French Will Begin

Janice Blythe First Executive
Head Of Tourism Federation

inside today

today's index

partly cloudy

'

)

e
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Vrecril. Swann
(;ranted Degree

Irrin-Harper Vows To Be Read

-----e-!

Adults 141
Nursery 3
6-3-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
g.irl
Horn,
baby
( Margarey) 641 Holiday Trl.
Pk., Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Willie M. Lane, 421
South Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs. Dorothy J.
Lawrence, Rt. 6, Murray;
Mrs. Alisa A. Mann and baby
girl, 406 North First Street,
Murray; Mrs. Rebecca L.
Yonts and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Sedalia.
Mrs. Christine Timmons
and baby girl, Rt. 4, Benton;
Mrs. ICimber L. Smith and
baby girl, Rt. 8, Murray;
Gina S. Herndon, 1620
Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs.
Terri J. Slavens, 1306
Diuguid Drive, Murray;
Mrs. Dorothy B. Dublin, Rt.
8, Murray.
Mrs. Latricia A. Adams,
Rt. 1, Murray; William R.
Rushing, 611 S. Market,
Paris, Tenn.; Kimberly D.
Goetz, Rt. 1, Farmington;
Mrs. Betty Sue Williams, 709
Sycamore Street, Murray;
Glenna Abanatha, Water
Valley; Joe B. Coomer, Jr.,
Rt. 1, Benton.
Sherita L. Greer, Bov543,
Murray; David Holland, 1608
College Farm Road, Murray; Donny D. Garland,
Almo; Mrs. Freda S.
Stockdale, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Tonya L. Chapman, Rt. 3,
Mayfield; Thomas R. Tripp,

)i Optometry
Fred R. Swann received a
,i,,ctor of optometry degree
,iuruig the commencement
cmony for the Southern
01:,:ge of Optometry, Mem:
June 5, 1981.
The degrees were confer! ..s! on the graduates at
Alt-vue Baptist Church by
- Spurgeon Eure, presi.-Ait of SCO. Following the
. rernuny., a reception was
at the church for
aduates and guests.
Swann attended Mir, High School from which
,raduated m 1968. He at!L-,.1 Murray State UniverrJ1II which he received
Bachelor of Science
in biology and his
:\1Lister of Arts degree in
,7

Swann is the son of
Roy H. Swarm of Mur-

MAYFEEID PATIENT
Oismissed recently from
Community Hospital,
'12ytiel(1. was Vicki Ray of

Mr. and Mrs.,Cullen E. Irvin of Murray announce the
engagement and
approaching marriage of their
oldest daughter, Sandra
Lynn,to Gary Lynn Harper,
oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Harper of Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1977
graduate of Calloway County
High School, attended Murray State- University. She is
presently employed by
Fisher-Price Toys.
The groom:elect is a 1975
graduate of Calloway County
High School. He is presently
employed by Murray
Upholstery.
The wedding will be held
on Saturday, Aug. 1. at 4
p.m. in the sanctuary of the
First Baptist Church. A
reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent. All friends
and relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and the reception.

Viss Sandra Lynn Irvin
and Garr Um,Harper

Thru Thur.-6/ 18
10, a no
CHEECH& CHONG'S
•••

Thru Thur.
7 Lto ft in

Ht affects older folks

Richard Pryor Is

%whit
Ischie
R

— Ends Thur. —
715.9. 10

•
enw1014---tm
ionttnuq,

Eir

DATP,111,EGO•
0,TOMES

Ends Thur.
7:20,9:00
IRS'Y astil

Hag
kicRING
Ends Thur.
7 20, 9 15
SYLVESTER STALLONE

IIA iS
tt Open Every Nile*

Show Starts 8:30
Titru Thur.

Stir Crazy
$5 A Carload Tues.
gm 121 S.• 753-3314

Nt0;

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Last
DEAR DR LAMB
summer, we went through
terrible heat wave Do some
people suffer more from the
heat than others" Does it havc
anything to do with metabo
!ism" Does prolonged heat
have any effect on breathing
or the heart'
I'm 64 years old Last year
I had no
-conditioning dur
mg the day _ My room at night
was air-conditioned but ,,sinCe
my husband atat tolerate air
conditioning we used floor
fans during the &ay. which
really does nothing to cool the
room. When I was so hot I had
trouble doing my usual work
My breathing would become
shallow During the heat I get
irritable and cranky I would
like to know if this is normal
under these conditions.
DEAR READER
It is
essential to your health to
control the body temperature
within a rather narrow range
Each of us has a thermostat in
the floor
our brain that
turns on the body -cooling
mechanisms when the both.
temperature starts to get too
high It causes an increase in
blood flow through the skin to
improve evaporatie cooling.
which in (fie extreme is sweating
These changes do
increase the work of the
heart Hot moist-- weather is
particularly hard on heart
patients.
Older people have more
trouble regulating body heat
The thermostat is not quite as
effective, so they have trouble
eliminating body heat in the

CHEECH & CHONG'S

summer or maintaining body
temperature .in the winter.
That is why heat waves affect
older people the most
The effects of heat and heat
waves are discussed in more
detail in The Health Letter
number 7-12, Heat Stress:
Cramps. Exhaustion. Stroke,
which I am sending you. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with 'a long.
statoped. Self-addressed envelope for it to me. in care of
this newspaper. P0 Box
1551. Radio City Station, New
York, NY 111019
It is important to be able to
cool down during the night.
That helps the body eliminate
the accumulated heat load.
Fans are helpful but once the
temperature gets too high,
body cooling by evaporation is
not very effective, and then
fans don't do a lot of good. A
cool soak in a tub of water is
helpful
DEAR DR. LAMB
My
husband and I would like to
know what people entering
their 90s should do for their
health • We are in fairly good
health and live on a farm and
fihve plenty of exercise. we
think Do we need more of
some things. such as protein
for energy"'
DEAR
READER
--Congratulations' Whatever
you have been doing seems to
have worked fairly well for
you
There is a misconception
that older people need special
diets. The problem often is
that older people stop eating
an adequate. nutritious diet,
sometimes because they live
alone and sometimes because
they are already ill
The nutritional requirements for older people re
essentially the same as when
one is younger. If you are not
active physically, you may
need fewer calories__ The protein requirements are about
the same, increased proteins
jna4L._ _Actually si ram the..
kidneys You 'do need to be
sure to get plenty of calcium.
Incidentally, it is a mistaken idea that proteins are high
energy foods. They are not. A
gram of protein contains
about the same amount of
energy as a gram of carbohy-

Here are three more good reasons
for you to call
Diet Center

2. Mary Hai( her
She lost

MI'pounds'

3. Carolyn Link.
losi 36 pounds'

I O's I A WI Al 01

181 POUNDS
QUICKLY & NATURALLY
AT DIET CENTER

sio AT THE /psi

/SA

753-0020

DIET
CENTER

GO

Wilma Plan
Suits 203

DecideaTe Change
Voir Life!

drates and less than half as
much energy as a gram of fat
So eat a healthy, balanced diet
with adequate amounts of
vitamins and minerals.

.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
was Joyce Garrett of Murray.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Virginia Richerson of Murray has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Your Individual
Horoscope

SPUN.NEWS

1A<4

Calloway
504 South 13th Street, Mur- Officers Meet

ray.
L D. Drowns, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; Mrs. Lura Yvonne
Gibson, Hazel; Mrs. Shirley
J. Vaughn, Rt. 2, Murray;
Mrs. Gertrude M. McDevitt,
Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Eunice
Thweatt, Rt. 1, Kirksey; T.
C. Hargrove, Rt. 1, Murray.
Mrs. Mignon Outland, 416
South Eighth Street, Murray; Mrs. Frocie L. Boyd,
2104 Coldwater Road, Murray; Commie E. Cain, Rt 1,
Almo; James A. Herndon,
Hazel; Mrs. Mary L. Ray,
1602 Pa rk lane, Murray;
Mrs. Amy 0. Barnett, Rt. 1,
Dexter.

The old and new officers of
the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America
met Wednesday, June 3, in
the home economics department of the high school.
A workshop for the new officers was held. An evaluation of the chapter was made
and ways to improve the
chapter were discussed.
Following the meeting the
nine officers and their advisors, Mrs. Bess Kerlick
and Miss Lucy Ann Forrest,
had lunch at DeVanti's, according to the reporter, Lisa
Chaney.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
Only

$1"

With Garlic Bread
Salad 40' Extra

69C Special For Kids
Inside Dining Onls

Free Refills On Drinks

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
1 -II

I I

I I

1- I

11

..r TIti-

Mlle
C}CC
TPrIt

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 10,1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

funds on luxury items. Make it
a point to conserve assets.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly individualistic, with a
penchant for doing your own
thing. You're versatile, but
are not well suited for a subordinate position. You do well in
business for yourself. With a
good education in the field of
your choice, you can rise to
the top. Avoid a tendency to
scatter your energies and take
time to master the techniques
of your craft. Law, medicine,
politics, religion, music,
writingand acting are some of
the fields in which you'll make
your mark. Birthdate of: Judy
Garland, singer; F. Lee
Bailey, lawyer; and Saul
Bellow,novelist.

AFtlES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grA
Morning hours are best for
partnership dealings. A
domestic problem could arise
later. Others are easily hurt
now. Be tactful.
TAURUS
( Apr.20 to May 20)
Luck is with you, careerwise, but there's a tendency to
neglect details. Initiative brings financial opportunity.
Avoid strain.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Partners may be a source of
good luck. Now's the time to
plan i festivity, but keep expenditures within affordable
limits.
PADUCAH PATIENT
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Katie Williams of Hazel
Make long-range plans has been dismissed from the
regarding domestic security. Western Baptist Hospital,
Don't quibble about little
things. Be understanding of a Paducah.
relative's needs.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 22)
An optimistic frame of mind
attracts benefits. YOU feel appreciated, but beware of those
who would detract from your
reputation.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Extra energy devoted to
career should mean an increased cash flow. Turn a deaf
ear to those who would take
advantage of your good fortune.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Self-confidence serves you
well in your dealings with
others. However, downplay
ego with higher-ups. Make
plans for exciting travel.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Inwardly, you're poised.
Secure in yourself, you're able
to confront difficult tasks with
We're Bringing You Our Finest!
confidence. Ward off superficial critics.
Thursday•June
1 lth & Friday June 12th
•
SAGITTARIUS
Only
( Nov.22 to Dec. 21) 4ifiV
)
The social sphere offers you
Choose Your Favorite Selections Of
benefits now. Friends are
Malia, David Brooks, Robert Scott,
kindly-disposed towards you.
Still, avoid financial en• Liz Claiborne and Stanley Blacker...
tanglements.
• CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A fast-developing career
opening requires immediate
action from you. You'll succeed now,' but competitiors
may be faultfinding.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Ili‘irland I
Ks. 12071
Some receive honors and
recognition. Cultural matters
:1121759-1212)
take precedence over more
worldly concerns. Co-workers
may be quick to take offense.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC
Now's the time to seek
credit in line with security
needs. Do not squander new

nap

CO
the
shoe
tree

Southside Shopping
Manor

12,ig

np%
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Party Ad Picnic
Plan For Youth
A Swim Party and Picnic
for Grades 5 through 8 will
be held Wednesday, June 10,
from 5 to 7:30 p.m. at the
.
Murray Country Club.
Each member may bring
one guest,according to Doris
Cella, chairman. Serving
with her are Sue Morris,
Mary Frank Valentine, Andrea Hogancamp, and Donna Carr.

Ladies Day
Events Scheduled
Ladies day events will be
held Wednesday, June 10, at
9:30 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club.
Bridge with Daphne Kimbro as hostess, and golf with
Carita Lamb as hostess will
be played.
In golf play on Wednesday,
June 3, with Mary Wells as
hostess the players named
were Murrelle Walker for
low, Burlene Brewer for second low, and Doris Rose for
low putts.

Progressive Club
Plans For Supper
•

The
Progressive
Homemakers Club will meet
Thursday, June 11, at the
home of Barbara Rose, 808
Sha Wa Circle, Murray.
A salad supper will be
served at 6:30 p.m. All
members are urged to attend,a club spokesman said.

"rot_ AIN I 1,

Community Events Listed
Tuesday,June 9
Wednesday,June 10
Parents Anonymous will
Overeaters Anonymous
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- will meet at 12 noon in the
mation call 759-1087 or 435- basement of the Baptist Stu4385.
dent Union, Waldrop and
Murray TOPS (take off Chestnut Streets.
pounds sensibly) Club will
Free blood pressure check
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
senior citizens will be
for
Center.
held from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Community
Alcoholics Anonymous will the
Center.
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
Ladles day events at Murend of the Livestock and Exray Country Club will inposition Center.
clude Tennis Guest Day at
Murray Star Chapter No 9:30 a.m.; Golf at 9 a.m.;
433 Order of the Eastern Stac Bridge at 9:30 a.m.; Ladies
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the day luncheon at 12 noon.
lodge hall.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Group D of Beginning will be open from 10 a.m.to 2
Ladies Tennis of the Murray p.m. for activities by the
Country Club will play from Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
6 to 8 p.m. at the club.
Douglas at 12 noon.
Wednesday,June 10
Goshen United Methodist
Ladies day events will be
Church Women will meet at held at the Oaks Country
7 p.m. at the church with Club with bridge and golf at
Katherine Ray as program 9:30 a.m. with Daphne Kthileader.
bro as bridge hostes'and
Carita Lamb as golf jiostess.
Homemakers Clubs will
Cardiopu monary
meet as follows: South Pleasant Grove at Granny's Por- resuscitati n (CPR)
ch, Pottertown at Colonial Classes, s nsored by the
House Smorgasbord, anc Calloway ounty Chapter of
erican Red Cross,
New Concord at Murray the
taught from 6 to 9
Calloway County Park,all a z will
For information call
10 a.m., and Harris Grove at p
Kenlake State Park at 12 7 1421.
noon.
Swim party and picnic for
grades 5 to 8 will be held
Lynn Grove Uni ed from
5 to 7:30 p.m. at the
Methodist Church Women Murray
Country Club with
are scheduled to net at 2 Judy Muehleman,
Sue Morp.m. at the churc
ris, Mary Frank Valentine,
Club wil Andrea Hogancamp, and
Murray
meet at 6-M p.m. at the Donna Carr in charge of arrangements.
Sirloin Sto&ade.
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OVER
1,000,000 YARDS
MUST BE SOLD FROM OUR
KANSAS CITY WAREHOUSE
PRICES HAVE BEEN SLASHED TO NEW LOWS!!!

•
to,

POLYESTER & COTTON
FOR FASHION & CRAFTS
4$" WIDE
REG.
2.39
$ 1"
YD.
14.X•te

_ _•_ _

CALICO
PRINTS
•
S

POLYESTER & COTTON
45' WIDE
RIG$2.99
ia YD.
YARD

049

GABARDINE
SURALINE SUPER-FLEX
100% POLYESTER
60"-STRETCHABLE
REG. $3.99 YD.

$099

A YD.

OXFORD CLOTH
60% COTTON-40% POLYESTER
WHITE COLORS
$1
45"•MACHINE WASH
1
2•REG. $2.99
I YD.
SAVE /

BROADCLOTH
KLOPMAN'S "HI SIGN"
65% POLYESTER 35% COTTON
45' MACHINE WASH REG $2.49

$199

YARD

SOLIDS t SOME FANCIES
SAVE Sh-REG. $2.99 YD.
45' WIDE
Si 99
MACHINE
WASH
YD.

SNOW
-.1111
s.S s
\

„

POLYESTER L COTTON
SOLIDS, STRIPES &$1
OTHER FANCIES
YD.
REG. $2.99 & $3.99

99

SOLIDS L FANCIES
ASSORTED STITCHES
$ 1 00
LIGHTS & HEAVIES
REG. $2.99 & $3.99
I YD.

60" WIDTH-CHOICE SOLID COLORS
SAVE /
1
2 REG. 2.99 YARD
100%

POLYESTER

SHEATH LINING
45" WIDE-20 COLORS
MACHINE WASHABLE
SAVE /
1
2-11G. $2.99

$ 1 99
YD

41•54 WIDTHS
RIG. $5.99 YD.

To

WHITE ONLY
REG. 4k-225 YDS.

POLY & RAYON
REG. 69e TD.

KNITS-KNITS-KNITS
I TO 4 YD. LINGTNS-60" WIDTHS
FANCIES & SOLID COLORS-LOTS OF WHITE

x 1" BLOCKS
SOLIDS PRINTS
POLYESTER
COTTON BLENDS

10

EA.

D.

MILL REMNANTS
4 PC1.

Vs TO % TO. P.
KNITS a waves
SCUDS & FANCIES

QUILTED
FABRICS
SOLIDS IL PRINTS
DOUBLE FACE
REVERSIBLE
WASHABLE SA99
REG.$6.19 "IT YD.

7
4
'
141111k

rO4C
714-11
Iort
Www.

CRAFT PROJECTS, DECORATING, ETC.

YD.
CY-#:

QUILT BA'TTS SA 99
umT u.

11'•96-•PIXTUTER

POLY-FIL

$

FABRICS FOR EVERY NEED!!

FABRIC BONANZA
FROM THIS HUGE ASSORTMENT YOU CAN
SEW FOR PLAYING-ILEEPING•LOUNGING
DRESSUP-DECORATING•CRAFTS. ETC
ORIGINAL PRICES'1.99 To
yo.

'4.99

••••;4!
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U BAG

ELASTIC $1'YDS.
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Thursday,June 11
Thursday,Jose 11
Progressive Homemakers
Junior Golf will begin at 9
Club will have a salad supa.m. at the Murray Country
per at 6:30 p.m. at the home
Club with Linda Jones as
of Barbara Rose, 808 Sha
hostess.
Wa.
Mixed tennis with Ron and
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Lashlee Foster as hosts will
be at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Dexter Center.
Country Club.
Grove 6126 of the
Junior golf for boys and
Woodmen of the World is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m. girls 16 years and under will
be played at 9 a.m. at the
at the Triangle Inn.
Oaks Country Club. For inMurray Chapter No. 92 formation call 753-7350.
Royal Arch Masons will
West Kentucky Amateur
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
will meet at 8
Astronomers
lodge hall. New offices will
p.m.
at
the
Golden Pond
be elected.
Visitors Center, Land
Between the Lakes. This is
An organizational meeting
open to all persons infor a handicapped horse
terested in astronomy.
back riding club will be held
at 7 p.m. in Room 215 of
Welcome Wagon Club will
Special Education Building,
meet at Big John's Parking
Murray State University.
Lot, South 12th Street, to go
This will be sponsored by the
for a tour to LBL and Fort
4-H Club.
Donelson. Call Susan
Murray-Calloway County McKnelly, 753-5502, for
Community Theatre will reservations.
present "Hymn for KenEva Wall Mission Group of
tucky" at the open air stage
Memorial Baptist Church
of the old freight depot in
at 1 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County will meet
Baptist
Student
Union.
P k at 8 p.m.

MORRIS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip W.
Morris of Murray Route 7
announce the birth of a baby
girl, Whitney Carroll,
weighing eight pounds,
measuring 202 inches, born
on Saturday, May 23, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Tonya Carroll. The father is
employed at General Tire
and Rubber Company,
Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Morris, Sr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Macon White,
Mrs. Minnie Carroll, and
Mrs. Robert Cole.

Mothers Day Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First
Baptist Church.

Hazel Crenshaw
Hostess, Program
Leader For Circle

Mrs. Hazel Crenshaw
opened her home for the May
meeting of the Alice Waters
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church with Mrs.
Eloise King, chairman,
presiding and opening the
meeting by reading a prayer
poem.
The hostess began the
lesson by reading "Hello
Lord" by Gail Cunningham
after which she presented
"The Church In Europe and
HOSPITAL NEWS IIts Missions."
Mrs. Crenshaw said
6-4-81
"Methodists all over the
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS world are one people even
Brown,baby boy ( Martha) though they may express it
1208W. Main, Murray.
in different ways." She
Pickens, baby girl (Ruth) discussed Methodism in
709 Elm Street, Murray.
Great Britain and Poland
DISMISSALS
and said that West Germany
Valeria A. Vowel!, 1208 has the largest number of
Main, Apt. 4, Murray; Methodists on the continent
Mildred E. Ladd, Rt. 6, of Europe.
Cadiz; Mrs. Barbara J.
Twelve members were
Smith, Rt. 1, Puryear, present. Reports were given
Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra J: by members on visits made
Barnett, Rt. 1, Hazel; to Love members and cards
Michael L. Scott, Rt. 3, sent. Each one was asked to
Paris, Tenn.
save Campbell soup labels.
Mrs. Frances P. Kelso,
20942 North 12th Street, Murray; Mrs. Wilma L. Snow,
800 Curtis, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Sadie Nell Waters, 1397
Johnson, Murray; William
Danny Dodson, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Jerry D.
Lamb,213 Irvan, Murray.
Mrs. Dovie 0. Oakley, Rt.
3, Cadiz; Mrs. Winnie M.
Oleary, Fern Terrace, Murray; Mrs. Lula A. Rogers,
209 North 12th Street, Murray; Mrs. Mabel G. Mattingly, 401 North 12th Street,
Murray; Mrs. Jennie F.
Williamson, Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.
Omer W. Morris, Rt. 2,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Nancy J. Beach, 510 South
12th Street, Miirray; Mrs.
Mae N. Goodwin,309'42 South
Fifth Street, Apt. 4, Murray;
Harlon Nanney, Fern Terrace, Murray; William A.
McIllwain, 614 Ellis, Murray.
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Senior
Citizens
Program
At Ellis Center

"Genius is the gold in the
mine, talent LS the miner
who works and brings it
out." — Marguerite Blessington

The Messengers Quartet of
Mayfield will present a program for the Senior Citizens
on Friday, June 12, at 7:30
p.m. at the Ellis Community
Center,Ellis Drive, Murray.
Members of the quartet include Bill Britton, Paul
Baker, Paul Phillip, Bob
Stokes, and Monelle Chappell.
Transportation with in the
city limits of Murray will be
provided by calling 753-0929
by 3 p.m. on Friday,June 12.

Homemakers
To Meet Thursday
The Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet Thursday,
June 11, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
"Understanding the Handicapped and Their Needs,
and Family Life" will be the
topic for the lesson.
All members and interested persons are invited
to attend, a club spokesman
said.
At the May meeting new
officers were elected as
follows: Irene Mitchuson,
president; Charlene Tyler,
vice president; Elizabeth
secretaryPuckett,
treasurer.
Subject matter ch.lirmen
were appointed and lesson
topics for the 1981-82 club
year were selected.

It takes talent by both
declarer and defense to
bring out the best of today's
most interesting game. If
East makes a casual play,
declarer can be just as casual. If East makes a farsighted play, declarer must counter with one of his own.
West leads fourth best
and dummy's jack goes to
East's ace. The heart nine
comes back and dummy's
king wins. A low trump is
led from dummy and it's
time for East to shine.
If he plays low, declarer's
ace will Win and another
trump lead stuffs East on
play. East's only safe exit is
a club and now declarer has
time to lose the diamond
finesse and discard his third
heart on dummy's high
diamond.
When the first trump is
led from dummy. East can
play the king in hopes of
building an entry for West.
If declarer wins with his
ace, West will have a trump
entry to cash a heart before
the dimaond suit provides a
discard. In that case, the
defense scores two hearts,
one trump and one diamond
To make his game,
declarer must duck East's
trump king and the defense
is back to square one. East
has the lead, and there is no
way for West to cash his
heart winner and a
resourceful declarer triumphs over a cagey East.
What if East's trump king
were singleton, the diamond
finesse would work and East

IRA G. CORN JR

NORTH
•10832
•K J 6
•AL1J
4K Q8

WEST
•Q
•Q108;2
010942
•7 5

6S 1

EAST
• 4
•A y
•K
4 9 hi 4 3 2

SOl'TM
•A 9 7 5
•743
•86
46 A J 10

Vulnerable Both
North The 61bding

I),,

North
I NT
44

VI

East
Pass

South
341

Pass

Opening lead Heart
had a third heart'' Then
trump duck would l.'s('
game that could have he'
made but think of the fun
be gained in explaining t
superior logic of Soutt
plan
Bid with Corn
South holds

6-9-B

•K 4
V A9
•K 7 3
4 9 iS 4 3 2

North
Ith

south

ANSWER: One diamond 'descriptive club raise
available
Force with
change of suit and plan
support clubs on the ntround.
Send bridge questions t,, Th,
PO Box 12363 Dallas Tex,
with self-addressed. stamped ens. ..
for reply

Framers Gallery
Murray's Exclusive Art Gallery and Framery
Presents

Works Of Art From The Private Collections Of
Clara M. Eagle and Dr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson
Original Works For Sale By:
• Emily Wolfson

• C. Patterson

• Kenny Lynn

• Jackie Jones

Limited Editions Custom Framing
Open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
10 to 4 p.m.
Or By Personal Appointment
THE VILLAGE 641 North

Murray, Kentucky

753-0077

c%

SAVE — SAVE — SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town
Prices Good 6-9 thru 6-15

Lynn Grove Large

Eggs

COOKING
IS FUN

WIMs

SAVE 20% REG. 99c YD.
USE FOR FASHION, QUILT BACKS,

PCKUSTER•11,11. BAG.

)51* AV &IMO

Tokr
Rug.

$ 1 00

NATURAL MUSLIN

Ant,

N

lerj,

3 Tr4. ••

75

DOUBLE & SINGLE 1INITS-$2.99 & $3.99 LIUALTIY

QUILT SQUARES

rt`C

Ihil YD.

54" IL 60" WIDTHS
SOLID COLORS
MACHINE
WASH
$299
YD.
BEG.$3.99 YD.

099

J11.11
/or)
111
11144

SWIMWEAR SOLIDS&
PRINTS
FABRICS $0199

INTERFACING
6PM'S
THREAD
WHITE FUSIBLE
100% POLYESTER $ 1 00

POLYESTER & COTTON
MAID FINISH t BRIMMED
LOTS Of
$
KUM
REG. $3.99
AR YD.

=
1 r

YARD'

STRETCH TERRY
& BOUCLE

DENIM

*Aft

T-SHIRT KNITS SWEATER KNITS

100%

GAUZE

V,•

99

INTERLOCK
KNITS$19
POLYESTER-SOrf FINISH

WA"

^My.

pa.1441
Yfii

1:00-5:00

KLOPMAN'S

CHECKED
GINGHAM

Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 IL Arcodie St.
Moo.-Tees.-Sot. 9:00-6:00
Wed.-Thurs.-Fri. 5:00-11:00;

(
Of Interest

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

BUFFET FARE
Corned Beef Potato Puff
Cole Slaw
Rolls
Strawberry Shortcake
FRED HARVEY
Cole Slaw
Requests kep right on
coming for the salad made
famous by the Sante Fe
Railway restaurateur. This
version is giving in Louise
Henderson's "Just Like
Mother Made: Ozark
Recipes."
Shred one medium head
cabbage and one small
onion, cover with kis cup
sugar. Bring to boil: 1 teaspoon sugar, /
1
2 tablespoon
salt, /
1
2 teaspoon dry
mustard,/
1
2 teaspoon celery
seed, /
1
2 cup peanut oil, /
1
2
cup vinegar; pour over
shredded cabbage. Let stand
at least 4 hours before serving. Good for 4 to5 days.
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Looking Back

Opinion Page MR

B
J()
Calloway

Editorial

Licensing
Journalists
vices and other groupsfrom 20
Licensing Journalists
(Reprinted by permission of nations pledged to fight the
proposed restrictions, urged
The Sacramento Bee)
UNESCO to "abandon atThe controversy concerning tempts to regulate news conUNESCO's proposed "New tent and formulate rules for
World Information Order" is press conduct," and pledged
not quite as simple as it first to expand the "free flow of inappears. On the fringes are all formation worldwide." They
sorts of troubling questions also pledged to support efforts
regarding the regulation of to assist developing countries
communications satellites, to fashion strong 'press inthe flow of information from stitutions of their own.
undeveloped countries into the The opposition from those
data banks of Western cor- organizations may not be
porations, and the general decisive. UNESCO officials
feeling in the Third World that say they are drafting the
opposition
the West treats information "order" despite
governments.
originating there as it used to from Western
the
treat bananas, cocoa and rub- Yet the opposition and
will
at
produced
it
declaration
ber — something to be
those
clear
to
it
make
least
harvested abroad for
marketing, who care to read that freedom
domestic
manipulation and profit. Not does not mean censorship,
surprisingly, therefore, the that journalistic responsibility
politinations of the Third World, cannot be defined by the
who
bureaucrats
abetted by the Soviets, are cians and
news
to
seeking more control over are the subjects of the
news and other information which they object,and that the
that comes from within their power to license is the power
borders or somehow impinges to suppress.
"We are deeply concerned,"
on their interests.
the declaration, "by a
said
The result, nonetheless, is
tendency in many
growing
sitnple and awful — the
countries
and in international
Orwellian "new order" under
which journalists would be re- bodies to put government inquired to promote government terests above those of the inpolicies, subscribe to a code of dividual, particularly in
information "ethics" and regard to information. We
carry identity cards that could believe the state exists for the
be withdrawn if UNESCO individual and has a duty to
disapproves of a journalist's uphold individual rights..."
work. In effect, that would The phrase "New World Inforamount to an international mation Order" could have
licensing system controlled by been dreamed up by Goebbels
nations which have never been or one of Stalin's commissars
known for their respect for the of culture, and so could its
free flow of information or spirit.
their excessive zeal in protecting free speech.
It was therefore encouraging when, for the first time,
Western news organizations
fought back. Meeting in
France, representatives of
publisher's organizations,
press associations, wire ser-

"gift.

.....
•
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"We want you to continue to defend Japan, preferably without
bringing in to port the weapons you need to do it with!"
Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

He Has Been In Murray 51 Years,
But He Still Has A Yankee Accent
They could hit him with an errant
toss from the free throw line at Racer
Arena, but he would much rather burrow himself in his favorite chair with
the latest edition of "Nature"
magazine_ than get mixed up in a
crowd of screaming basketball fans.
Of course, this could be none other
than Dr. Alfred Wolfson, since July,
1969, the retired chairman of the
Department of Biological Sciences at
Murray State University.
A quiet, gentle man who has never
lost his Yankee accent, Dr. Wolfson
had been living in his present home on
the corner of North 14th Street and
Wells Blvd. 14 years when the adjacent 7,000-seat basketball arena was
built, but he can't remember when he
last saw a game played there.
This is the first of three columns
relating a part of Dr. Wolfson's story
— how he came to Murray 51 years
ago, what he found here, some of his
experiences teaching on the campus
and what he is doing today. Many of
his former students often ask about
him and will be interested in the latter.
• • •
At the time of his retirement, Dr.
Wolfson had been teaching at Murray

State for 40 years,and, with exception
of institutional business, never missed
a day from his classroom. He
chuckles when he recalls some of his
early years and the circumstances
which led him to Murray from the
metropolitan areas of the East.
"I am one of the few people who can
truthfully say they were born in New
York City," he laughs, "but I got
away as quickly as I could."
Dr. Wolfson earned his
undergraduate degree in botany at
Cornell University at Ithacca,.N. Y.
He had wanted to be a farmer, which
helps explain all the time he spends
today in his garden and among his
flowers and shrubs.
This desire to be a farmer had stemmed from several summers he had
spent as a boy on a farm, working for
room and board and a mere ;9 per
month.
He went on, however, to earn both a
master's and doctor's degree in
botany at the University of Wisconsin.
He was only 24 years of age when the
doctor's degree was conferred upon
him.
• • •

His first assignment was with the
Belgian-American Educational Foun-

Inside Report

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Israel's Non-Debate

Bible Thought
Be of goad courage, and be shall
strengthen your beart, all ye that hope
in the Lard. — Psalm 31:24
Read this Psalm: The writer is
stricken with a horrible disease. Yet in
his misery he makes this cry! Let us
also be of good 'courage in calamity,
asking the Lord for such strength.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

JERUSALEM — Arik Sharon, hero
of the bloody 1973 war with Egypt, is
convinced that Israel's voters are
moving toward full acceptance of
Prime Minister Menahem Begin's
nilitant settlements policy on the
Nest Bank, a key element in the national security issue that underlies the
bitter Israeli political campaign.
If he is right, Begin will continue as
prime minister in the June 30 election
and set the stage for new confrontations with the U.S. Begin's aggressive
settlements policy is anathema to
Arab states now being courted by the
U.S. for help in halting Soviet aggression in the Persian Gulf region. Thus,
it undercuts President Reagan's
policy with the Arab states. Many
politicans here think the two policies
are on a collision course.
To reinforce his conviction, retired
Gen. Sharon has developed a unique
campaign plan. By election day, he
told us,some 400,000 voters — at least
one quarter of the expected vote —
will take the "Sharon trail" from
Israel proper to view the new settlements across the green line that
separated Israel from Jordan before
the 1967 war. Voters ride in statesubsidized buses.
"When they see what we have
done," Sharon told us, "they
understand there is no other way. I
campaign not by kissing babies or

ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
oninionated articles to only those
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
•
Dear Editor:
individual writer in a column or
I am attempting to trace the family
other article- to mond Withlfieir
members of Charles L. Stubblefield,
feelings on the particular issues
born in Calloway County in 1860. If
being discussed with-a latter to the., any
of your readers can give me
editor.
assistance in this hunt I would be most
By the same token, if an issue has
grateful. I am looking for both
not been discussed on this page and
ancestors and descendent s of Mr.
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the gerera I public, Stubblefield. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
Melinda L. Halt
an authored article cin whatever that
Box
1768
topic might be.
APO,NY 09009

Letter To The Editor
Stubblefteld Trace

_ -

•••

taking flowers but by showing the settlements."
Planting Jewish settlements on the
West Bank has been the great passion
of Begin's first four years as Israel's
leader. In his speeches, Begin, who is
dominating all aspects of this campaign, likes to recall how he bested
Jimmy Carter on the settlements
issue. At a rally last week,he told with
relish how Carter tried and failed to
stop the settlements.
Temporarily freed from American
pressure while Reagan develops his
Middle East policy, Begin is now
rushing to complete housing, roads,
electrical lines, water mains and
other comforts and provide the
generous financial subsidies needed
to entice Israelis into the new settlements. His partner is Sharon, a
serious man of large bulk who is
perhaps the ablest and surely the
most successful member of Begin's
cabinet. Poring over maps that depict
Arab towns surrounded and hedged in
by Jewish settlements, Sharon told us
hi ni )11s showeil two-thirds of Israel's
voters now support Begin's plan
up 17 percentage points."
But the nasty question lt.ft
unanswered by Begin and Sharon, and
largely ignored in the campaign
debate because it is so lethal, is this:
How can autonomy, much' less selfdetermination,ever work for 1,300,000
Arabs in the West Bank and Gaza if
Israeli Jews populate their land?
There is a wide gap between Begin's
policy and the far milder settlements
policy of the Labor Party headed by
Shimon Peres. It makes a contradiction as great as that between Begin's
settlements policy and Reagan's
strategy to enlist anti-Soviet help
from Arab states that insist on selfdetermination for Palestinian Arabs.
Peres and his high command warn
that if populated parts of the West
Bank are not returned to Jordan
under the elusive "Jordan option"
plan that Peres is pushing, the
Palestinians eventually will have to
be offered Israeli citizenship or
Palestine will be converted into a garrison state. But if the Palestinian
Arabs ever do get the vote here, they

will soon threaten the Jewish state
with an Arab majority. Begin opposes
any and all "Jordan options."
Old-line Labor leader Abba Eban,
slated for foreign minister if Peres
wins, told us: "Under Begin's settlements plan, we will either have to
give the vote to the Arabs and we
become a Jewish Lebanon ( where the
former Christian majority has been
submerged by the faster-growing
Moslem population) or we don't give
them the vote 'and we are another
South Africa."
Because security is always the
underlying issue here and because the
settlements question is a key to future
security, Begin's policy should be the
hottest debating point in the campaign.
In fact, however, Peres is loath to
press a hard case against Begin's
policy because to do so would run
headlong into the pro-settlements
militancy fired up by four years of
Begin-Sharon success in planting new
settlements.
This reluctance tends to reinforce
the Begin-Sharon policy,creating conditions for a future clash with the U.S.
If Reagan pursues his wider U.S.Arab coalition against the Soviets.
Beyond that, Labor's failure to
place the settlements issue front and
center in the campaign illustrates the
tragic dilemma of Israel unable or unwilling to come to grips with the central concern of its future security.

daton in Brussels, Belgium, a war
relief program headed by later President Herbert Hoover. His assignment
was to do post-doctoral research in
botany for two years.
While in Belgium, he met Marcelle
Goffinet, a pretty young doctoral student in botany at the University of
Brussels. They were married in 1926,
and in time to them were born two
daughters, Marianne and Nancy, both
of them inherited their parents' scientific zeal.
Now Mrs. Morris Reichlin,
Marianne runs a research laboratory
under the direction of her husband in
the Department of Internal Medicine
at the State University of New York at
Buffalo.
Nancy lives in Montreal, Can., has a
doctor's degree and for the past 16
years has taught zoology at Vannier
College and McGill University.
• • •
After returning to America, Dr.
Wolfson obtained a National Research
Council Fellowship and did research
in plant cyclogy and genetics at Cornell before taking a job wth the United
Fruit Company in Boston.
His job with United Fruit was to
study the ripening process of
bananas. It was a problem for the
company to get the fruit from its
South American sources to the
American markets before it overripened. "It already had run a bunch
of people bananas," he chuckled, adding,"no pun intended."
About then, the Depression hit, the
fruit company was forced to close its
research laboratory, and in late 1929,
,
Dr. Wolfson was looking for a job, a
quest which eventually led him to the
midwest and Murray.
• • •
In Thursflay-'s column, we'll relive
with Dr. Wolfson his negotiations with
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, who was president of what was Murray State
Teachers College at the time, and
some of the circumstances involved
when he first came to the campus.

Thoughts
In Season
Good guys may not always finish
last, but they don't always come in
first either. This reminder of that fact
comes from he English political
philosopher John Stuart Mill (1806-••
1873):
The dictum that truth always
triumphs over persecution is
one of those pleasant falsehoods
which men repeat after one
another till they pass into commonplace, but which all experience refutes.
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Miller superintendent ofWilam
County Schools,has resigned his position. He will assume the
position of principal of Almo Elementary School for the 1971-72 school year.
Deaths reported include Ronnie
Odean Fuller, 19, from injuries sustained in an automobile accident, and
Mrs. Marguerite Thornburg,64.
Mrs. Jessie Houston Roane has
been presented with a special plaque
in recognition of her 50 years of
membership with Woodmen of the
Won'.
Six Murray residents were among
the 31 ROTC students commissioned
by the Army in graduation
ceremonies at Murray State University. They were Jan Buxton, James
Gantt, Carl Hoke, George James,
Michael Jeffries. and Joseph 0.
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield announce the epgagrnent of their
daughter, Linda Lou, to William
Hogan Bryan,son of Mrs.Felix Bryan
of Fort Lauderdale,Fla.
Bacon is listed as selling for 49 cents
per pound in the ad for Kroger this
week.

20 Years Ago
Progress on the Workable Program
for the City of Murray has been asked
for by the Housing and Home Finance
Agency of the Federal Government.
This is the agency that will supply
funds for the low rent housing project
in Murray with construction to begin
soon.
The New Hope Methodist Church
will have its Vacation Church School
June 12 to 18, according to Mrs. Lee
Lassiter,superintendent.
Kentucky Governor Bert Combs
spoke to the 750 members of the Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America at the annual state meeting
being held at Murray State College.
Mr.and Mrs. M.T. Tarry of Murray
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Margaret, to James L
Lehi', son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Leba of Farmington,Mo.
Mrs. Gaylord T. Forrest and sons,
Bob and Ted, of Virginia Beach, Va.,
are visiting here in Murray. Capt.
Forrest will join them here later.
Crisco, three pound can,Is listed as
selling for 89 cents per can in the ad
for Johnson's Grocery.
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30 Years Ago
Mrs. Nanny Duncan and her son,
Fred, 2 months, died in a fire that
destroyed their home, located east of
Almo, yesterday.
High winds buffeted Calloway County last night and heavy rains fell to
add to the rainfall of the past week.
Little damage resulted from the
winds.
The beef shortage is being felt in
Murray, according to a survey made
among several grocerymen here after
cattlemen are keeping their cattle off
of the market due to government
prices and controls.
Hal Shipley, son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
D. Shipley of Murray and a member
of the Murray Training School Chaper
of the Future Farmers of America,
won the state public speaking contest
held June 7 in Hardinsburg. He will
now be eligible to enter the NorthCentral Regional Contest in Iowa
later in the summer.
Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall was installed as
president of the Murray Woman's
Club at the meeting held at the club
house.
Will Mac Jones,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Jones, has been invited to play
in the third annual Bowling Green
Junior Chamber of Commerce East
vs.West All Star Football Game.

Today hi History
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 9, the 160th
day of 1981. There are 205 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 9 in 68 A.D., the Roman
Emperor Nero committed suicide.
On this date:
In 1940, Norway's army surrendered to the Nazis in World War II.
In 1964, the former head of Congo's
secessionist Katanga Province, Moise
Tshombe, was named premier of the
Congo.
In 1967, Gamal Abdel Nasser resigned as president of Egypt after his
country was defeated in the war with
Israel.
In 1971, the United States and Japan
announced final agreement on terms
for the return of Okinawa to Japan.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon ended a 21-year-old trade embargo against China.
Five years ago: Former
Postmaster General James Farley, a
key figure in the Franklin Roosevelt
administration,died.
One year ago: President Jimmy
Carter's visit to riot-scarred sections
of Miami was marred by angry
crowds hurling rocks and bottles.
Today's Birthdays: Former
Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara is 65. Pittsburgh Pirates
outfielder Dave Parker is 30.
Thought For Today: Fairness is
what jintiee• is all about. — Potter
Stewart, US. Supreme Court Ns*
(1915—).
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Missionary Known As'Pig Man'Is Lauded By Thailand Farmers
UDORN THANI, Thailand
(AP) — When they call Jim
Gustafson the "pig man," he
doesn't bristle. In fact, he
takes it as a compliment
Gustafson, 36, a missionary in a remote area of
northeast Thailand, earned
his nickname from a small
group of admiring pig
farmers — men who,for the
first time, are able to support themselves and their
families with a measure of
independence and dignity.
A few years ago, they
weren't farmers at all. They
were what sociologists call
the "landless poor," eking
out a bare living doing odd
jobs for local landowners,
and viewed as lazy and wor-

Wean even by low-income
farmers in the region.
But that was before Jim
Gustafson revved up his pig
bank with the aid of a grant
from World Relief, the international relief and development arm of the National
Association of Evangelicals.
Standing on a narrow
walkway in a maze of
pigpens occupied by over a
hundred healthy porkers and
their young, Jim shouts
above the feeding-time din of
oinks and squeals.
"In Thailand, poor people
don't usually raise pigs," he
explains. "It's a rich man's
occupation, because you
need capital to feed the pigs
until you can sell them.

That's why most economic
development schemes in this
country have failed to help
the really poor, who have no
capital at all.
"But the pig bank is different," he adds. "We provide everything — pigs,feed,

NEW YORK (AP) — Dr.
Anne Carlsen was honored
recently as recipient of the
18th annual "Woman of Conscience Award" presented
by the National Council of
Women of the United States.
Ms. Carlsen, herself
disabled from birth, has
worked as a teacher of the
disabled for 43 years. She
has been administrator of
the Crippled Children's
School-Hospital
in
Jamestown, N.D., renamed
persons need never have
the Anne Carlsen School in
been injured. Spinal-cord inhonor,since 1950.
jury is entirely preven- her
"It
is a great honor for me
table."

Diving accidents produce
a higher percentage of
quadriplegia than any other
injury, he notes. Yet other
forms of summer sports —
surfing,
roller-skating,
bicycling, rock climbing,
motorcycling or even riding
in a car — can result in irreversible spinal-cord
damage.
Ragnarsson offers the
following suggestions on how
to avoid spinal cord injury:
.-- Know the depth of any
water before diving in. Be
wary of ponds or lakes that
may have submerged rocks.
Familiarize yourself with
the ocean tide schedule.
Remember that sand bars
can shift location.
When climbing, wear proper safety equipment for
protection if you fall.
When engaging in a sport,
know the rules, wear proper
safety equipment and be
aware of your own limitations.
..- Always wear a safety belt
when driving.
Don't drink before driving
or participating in sports.

isNIE MORE

ecosystem Gustafson has manure is used as feed for a
established on the property. flock of egglaying CILIC/LS living on an adjacent pond, the
Just down the road from
duck droppings feed the fish
the pigpens is an enormous
raised in the pont', and the
rice mill, which processes
duck eggs and fish are sold
rice for local farmers. Bran
at market.
produced during the milling
Just to make sure nothing
is used as pig feed, the pig
is wasted, Gustafson has

'Woman Of Conscience' Is Disabled Since Birth

Injuries To Spinal Cord
Claim Victims 15 To 22
NEW YORK (AP) — For
some teen-agers and young
adults, the summer of 1981
could be their last as
healthy, active individuals,
warns a physician at New
York University Medical
Center's Institute of
Rehabilitation Medicine.
The incidence of spinalcord injuries, which claims
its highest number of victims in the 15 to 22 age
bracket, rises dramatically
in the summer, says Dr.
,Kristjan Ragnarsson, who is
project director of the New
York regional spinal-cord injury center.
Once the spinal cord is injured, the patient becomes
paralyzed and is probably
doomed to a lifetime in a
wheelchair, he points out.
"Each year we see some
80 to 100 new spinal-cord injury patients," says
Ragnarsson. "The sad part
is that these healthy, active

medicine and advice — until
the owner starts to make a
profit from selling the pigs at
market. Then, gradually, he
begins buying pigs from us
and paying us a part-of his
earnings."
The pig bank also earns
money from an ingenious

to be selected," she said during the awards ceremonies
here. She said that as a
representative of 35 million
disabled persons in the
United States, "I am eager
that each one of them have a
chance of full participation
in our society."
Ms. Carlsen identified five
problem areas for the disabled: social acceptance,
education, employment,
transportation and housing.
She said work in these areas
would require the cooperation of the disabled and the
non-disabled as well.

"We have cornea long way
in giving the -disabled a
chance to participate in our
society, but we still have a
long way to go," she said.
Her remarks were echoed
by the keynote speaker, Dr.
Howard Rusk, founder of
New York University's Institute of Rehabilitative
Medicine.
"We have a long way to go,
tremendous numbers of people, all kinds of problems,"
Rusk said, "but progress is
being made. I feel heartened
because I know the dedication of people working in this
field. The United Nations has

designated 1981 as the International Year of Disabled
Persons."
The National Council of
Women of the United States
is a non-profit, non-partisan,
non-political organization
made up of 26 organizations
throughout the nation. The
award included a $1,500
grant from Clairol Inc.

size toddler with a cute
yellow sleeper and a face
that rivals something out of
a nightmare — Mrs. Stump
says she's been "into ugly"
with these creations for
several months.
•
It began near Christmas,
when her daughter gave her
a bag of nylon hose and asked whether there was
anything she could do with
them,she says.
"I sat and worked on them
at art shows," the president
of Chandler Arts and Crafts
League says,"and it was obvious from the first that they
would get a big. response
from the public.
"People would come up
and ask me a lot of questions
about what I was doing," she
adds, "but at the time I
didn't even really know yet."
Stuffed with polyester
fiberfill, the nylon gives the

figure a realistic fleshtotie
that the artist enhances with
cosmetic colors.
Beads or moving doll eyes,
yarn or fake fur and
sometimes even wigs form
the features for their faces.
Noses are over-size and
crOoked. Eyes are close-set
or grossly uneven. Mouths
contort. Chins recede.
They all look a little, well,
lumpy. Lumpy and fretful.
Or shrewish. Seductive.
Sometimes just plain mean.
"They really have
character," the artist admitted. 'The first thing I do is
make the nose and then go to
the mouth or the eyes. They
just sort of take on personality as you go.
"Most people, if they
▪ look
close enough, will say it
reminds them of someone
they know — a friend or a
relative," she added.

SAVE MORE SAVE MORE

who wanted to sell purebreds
to the farmers. But in this
climate, a three-way
crossbreed is best.
"We've lowered the mortality rate, and we're raising
pigs in four to five months instead of the six to seven months it normally takes around
here."
World Relief officials are
happy about the pig bank
too. 'Our startup costs were
$170,000 the first year and
$39,000 this year," says Reg
Reimer, director of
Southeast Asian operations
for the agency based in
Wheaton 111. "Next year it
looks as though the pig bank
will be completely selfsupporting and Jim won't
need anything from us at
all."

Radio Shack's TRS-80=
The #1 Computer Buy

Woman's 'Soft Sculptures'
Take On Own Personality
By TERRIPERRIN
The Chandler
Arizonan
CHANDLER, Ariz. (AP)
— The first time she saw
"soft sculpture" similar to
the stuffed dolls that have
been selling like hotcakes for
Chandler craft enthusiast
Mert Stump, her reactior
was
"My first feelings were
that they were repulsive,"
the artist recalls.
Other people respond with
"gee — thole thing are
homely."
"Or sometimes, they use
the word 'beautiful,' but
they're really using it in the
negative sense," Mrs.Stump
says.
Contorted little babies
with sneering faces stuffed
in Mason jars, "kitchen witches" with a pursed look that
would curdle honey; a full-

planted banana and mango
trees around the pond.
A native of Meadville, Pa.,
Gustafson was raised iv
Southeast Asia by missionary parents. He has
degrees in history, anthropology and divinity.
"None of it has anything to
do with pigs," he says.
"Everything I've learned,
I've .picked up from Thai
veterinarians and from
visits to agricultural schools
on my home leaves in the
States.
"I even learned that the
local pig farmers, who had
been doing this for generations, were raising pigs all
wrong. They had been
following the advice of the
feed companies, who also
happen to sell pigs — and

TRS-80 Model III
is your low-cost
way to start
computing—at
home or office!
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Buyers Must Consider Energy Efficiency
In the old days — say 10
years ago — homebuyers
had only to consider location, size, price, and
aesthetics when they shopped for a new home.
Today, they have to consider an additional and
essential factor: the energy
efficiency of the house,
which will have a major
bearing on the cost of owning
and operating it.
The first phase of a longterm study by the NAHB
Research Foundation, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of
the National Association of
Home Builders, offers new
guidelines for residential
energy efficiency.
The study was made on
behalf of the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban

Development. The Foundation studied two side-by-side
houses in Mount Airy, Md.
One, fitted with 70 energysaving techniques and products, was called the EER
Efficient
(Energy
Residence). Monitoring instruments were installed in
the EER and in the conventional house next'door that
was used for comparison.
Both homes were occupied
by families with two adults
and two small children.
Monitoring of energy use
was conducted over a year's
time.
While the study was made
chiefly to provide new data
for home designers and
builders, it offers useful information to homebuyers. If
you were shopping for a

Here's the Answer [fig
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q — Somebody told me that
she read in your column that it
is all right to use toothpaste to
take out a white ring on a
wooden dirung-room table. My
husband says he will not try
that method until he is sure
that's what you said. We have
tried rubbing the area with furniture polish without much result. The ring has disappeared
Just the tiniest bit, but that's
about all. Is that the advice you
gave'
A. — Yes, but with reservations. I didn't say it definitely
would remove the ring, but suggested it as one of several
Products that could be used in
an attempt to get rid of the
stain. Sometimes one thing will
work and another will not, for
various reasons, but sometimes
because one spot was caused
by water and another by something else. Toothpaste and even
cigarette or cigar ashes are
abrasives, which often do the
job. Other products that sometimes work are cooking oils,
petroleum jelly and camphorated oil. In all cases, you
must start out with the idea
that refinishing of some sort
may be necessary, since a substance that takes out a ring
may also dull the finish in that
area.
Q. — A mildew constantly
forms. in the grout between the
joints of the tiles on our bath-

room walls and floor. I use a
liquid that removes the mildew,
but it seems to form again
after a few weeks or months.
Can you tell me what is causing
this and what to do about it?
A. — Mildew is a growth that
occurs only in the presence of
dampness. Simply put, your
bathroom is too damp. Until
you get rid of the dampness.
you won't get rid of the mildew. You should leave the window open as much as possible
on dry days. This is impractical under certain circumstances
and in certain kinds of weather,
so your best bet probably is an
exhaust fan. It need not be
turned on all the time, but often enough and at certain times
-- such as during or after a
shower or bath. It can be a
window exhaust fan, one that
fits in a partly opened window.
or a wall exhaust fan, or one
that combines a fan and heater.
Your solution, therefore, is to
get . the moisture out of the
room to the outside no matter
how you do it.
( For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Wood Finishing in
the Home," or "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 50
cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know.
How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington,
N.Y. 11743. Questions of general
interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence cannot be undertaken.1

Bedding Plants

50% Off
Over 100 Varieties
Of

Bulk Garden Seed
:P Harrell's Farm &
Home Supply
Hwy.94E

753-7862

Murray, Ky.

home and seeking the ideal
in energy efficiency, you
would look for • these
features:
•The house would have a
rectangular shape and large
windows facing south and
few or no windows facing in
other directions. Ideally,
there would be insulating
blinds or shutters to fit tightly over the window openings
when the winter sun goes
down. The south-facing windows would be shielded by a
wide overhang or balcony to
keep out the high-angled
summer sun.
•In colder climates, windows would be triple-glazed
on all exposures except the
south. South-facing glass
would be double-glazed..
'Doors and windows would
be well weatherstripped to
minimize air infiltration.
The front door, if made of
wood, would have a solid
core and you would add a
storm door. There would be
no glass or a very small area
of glass in the door. If it's a
metal door, it should have an
insulating core and a thermal "break" to prevent
metal on the outside from
transmitting cold to metal on
the inside.
•Construction practices
would reduce air infiltration
to a minimum. The Foundation recommends use of a sill
sealer between foundation
and house and caulking
aiound all openings for pipes
and wires that penetrate the
outside shell of the house.
The EER in Mount Airy had

Turn Down Water
Heater To Save
The biggest single energysaving action you can take to
cut your heating bills is also
the easiest, says the NAH13
Research Foundation. Even
better, it costs you nothing.
Just lower the thermostat
on your water heater to 120
degrees F. By dropping the
water heater temperature to
120,the family in a test house
in Mount Airy, Md., used
half as much water-heating
energy as the family next
door that left their heater at
the factory setting of 160.
In fact, this simple action
accounted for 28 percent of
all the energy saved by the
test house in the Energy Efficient Residence Research
and Demonstration Program, conducted by the
Foundation over a threeyear period for the U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development.
The two houses were
located side by side in Mount
Airy. Each was occupied by
a family of two adults and
two small children and each
was monitored with instruments during the study.
Some 70 energy-saving actions, using readily available
off-the-shelf products and
equipment, were taken in the
test house, known as the
EER.

Security Federal Savings
And Loan Association
1300 Johnson Blvd. 759-1234

electrical wall outlets
surface-mounted at the
baseboard with all wiring in
the floor to avoid penetrating
the outside wall. The
engineers also recommend
limiting the use of ceiling fixtures that penetrate into unconditioned attic spaces.
'Heating and cooling
equipment should be sized to
match, never exceed, the
design loads. It is better to
have such equipment slightly under-sized rather than
over-sized. If electric heat is
used, and the climate is
moderate to moderately
cold, a heat pump can be
twice as efficient as electric
resistance heat (an electric
furnace). If a gas furnace is
used, it should be a
modulated or two-stage gat
with intermittent ignition
that turns on as needed (in
contrast to the conventional
pilot light that burns all the
time).
'In moderate to cold
climates, basement insulation should be R-11 to R19.
Ceiling insulations hould be
R-30 to R-38. Exterior frame
walls should use R-11, R-13
or R-19 cavity insulation
which may be supplemented
with R-4 to R-8 insulating
sheathing. Insulation should
always be specified by R
value; never by thickness

alone.
'Have a fireplace if you
want it for aesthetic reasons
or if you have access to free
wood. But don't install one
because you think it will
save energy. The EER is
equipped with one of the
most efficient fireplace units
on the market. It draws its
combustion air from outside,
instead of pulling warm air
from the house. It recirculates room air around the
fire box and back to the
room. It has a tight-fitting
damper and glass doors.
Nevertheless, it contributed
nothing to energy savings.
The conventional fireplace
next door, meantime, was a
major source of energy
waste.
'Buy energy-efficient appliances and equipment. An
air-conditioner with an
Energy Efficiency Rating
(EER) of 10 uses 30 percent
less energy than an EER-7
unit. The energy-efficient
refrigerator in the EER used
31 percent less energy than
the standard model next
door and accounted for more
than 3 percent of the EER's
total energy savings.
A copy of the EER
Research Results is
available free by writing:
HUD USER, P.O. Box 280,
Germantown, MD,20 "7.
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By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
One result of the current
proliferation of home electronics equipment is that for
some people the concept of a
home entertainment center is
no longer merely academic.
Some families already own
large-screen projection TV sets,
videocassette players and a library of TV games as well as
stereo equipment for listening
to and recording music.
These people have the basics
of a home entertainment center. It remains only for them to
organize their listening and
watching environment for
greatest convenience and enhancement of their equipment.
According to one components
manufacturer, the living room
is usually the place where the
equipment is used. Decorating
decisjons made there can serve
either to enhance or to detract
from the sound and viewing
quality of the room.
The basic requirements for a
good listening room are two,
according to Del Eilers, audio
technical service manager for
3M Co. First of all, you have to
make sure that the parallel surfaces contrast hard and soft
materials. And second, it is important to break up the boxiness of the typical square-lab
room with a variety of surfaces
off which the sound can bounce.
The soft surfaces will absorb
the sound, while the hard surfaces will cause it to reverberate into the room. So a cornbinaticri of these surfaces at
various angles will create the
richest sound.
The ceiling and the floor
present the most obvious example of the principle. By carpeting the floor and leaving the
ceiling bare, you have made a
decorating decision that conforms to good acoustical practices.
To provide soft surfaces on
two of the remaining four
walls, draperies, textured wall
coverings and fabric-covered
walls are possible choices. It is
not necessary to cover the entire wall surface. Approximately 75 percent to 80 percent coverage is adequate, said Eilers.
Today's popular diagonal
room arrangements can contribute to good listening since a
bulky mass set on jhe diagonal
breaks up the parallel surfaces.
The three-panel screen is another decorating device that
can improve the sound in your
room. A screen placed on the
diagonal in one corner of the
roomn provides a new surface
for the sound to bounce off.
In general, highly textured
materials such as tweed and
linen are better for acoustics
than smooth, slick materials
such as vinyl and silk. On the
other hand, don't opt for a totally fabric-swathed room. This
leads to a condition of sound
deadening in which all the
sound is "swallowed" by the
furnishings, said Eller.
Good acoustics enhance all
activities in a room, including
television viewing. But if you're
thinking of installing a large,
projection TV set, you will need
an area of at least 9 feet by 12
feet, according to Tom DeVesto, Kloss Video Corp., a
manufacturer of projection television sets.
The receiver should be installed at least nine feet from
the screen and viewers should
be seated at least 10 to 12 feet
away from the huge, movie-size
screen, he said.

bookcase wall behind shutters,
blinds or curtains, suggested
DeVesto.
Home entertainment centers
should be furnished for comfort, so opt for easy-care labrics and sturdy furniture that
can be rearranged. Planning
ample storage room for
records, cassette tapes and other accouterments should be
simple if a wall storage system
is used. The storage systems on
the market today provide many
options and usually can be dosigned to accommodate any
sort of equipment on the market.
Adequate ventilation at the
rear and some method of distributing the wires and of access for inevitable repair are
factors to consider when choos-
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SLOPING SITES WILL be just right for this split level contemporary home. The house
with four bedrooms and two-and-a-half baths has 2,784 square feet plus 1,080 square feet
in an optional basement. At the lower level is a two-car garage and storage space that
could be completed for a playroom. For more information on Plan HA1207K. write —
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty. 27 Barry Park
Court. Searingtown. N.Y. 11507.

ing wall system components.
Today's electronics equipment is proliferating so that it
seems as if it would soon outrun the space available to store
it. But one manufacturer noted
that help is on the way.
Electronics equipment is getting smaller. Improved electronic chips which can store
huge amounts of information
and perform more tasks are
making it possible to reduce
the size of individual components, said Harry Horning,
director of training for Bang &
Olufsen, producer of stereo
components.
According to Horning, the development of thin screen technology will eventually make it
possible to combine projection
capacity into the thin-screen
television set, thus eliminating
the requirement for a separate
projector with large-screen TV
sets.
Television discs that are now
12 inches in diameter may be
reduced to 4 inches. And someday, you may be able to listen
to all nine of Beethoven's symphonies on a tiny, cube-shaped
record.

Flower
Bedding Plants

30% Off
Vegetable Bedding Plants

1 /2 Price
All Balled And Burlapped Stock

p

20% Off
A

Professional Landscape Service.

Jones Landsca
/ Mon.-Set. 8-5 Sen. 1-5
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1725

oeffzi
,

For reading. watching TV. or just plain
relaxing, the soothing comfort of these
handsome Ethan Allen Restocraf'"
Recliners is hard to beat. All effortlessly
adjust to restful positions for supreme
relaxation. Two of them rock as well!
Available in an attractive array of
durable fabrics. And they're on sale
now! Hurry over, settle in. and stretch
out in one. You won't want to leave
without it.

.
I

B. Ethan Allen Reiterant"Rodrer
Recliner. Covered in Herculone.
Wings and arms In dark brown Old
Tavern finish pine.
reg. 384.50
919.50

sale

SOYBEAN
SEEDS
AVAILABLE
753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Metrey, Ky.

as ,
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Decorate for Better Sound in Home Meth Room
Requirements include carpeting or an area rug in front of
the screen to absorb light reflections in the room that might
otherwise reduce picture
brightness.
To minimize the decorative
distraction of a large, blank 6foot television screen in the
room, mount the screen in a

0 ,.
'.1•2-11 1ii131flis
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Ethan Allen
Recliner Sale .

ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE

Third St Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442.2769 or 443-6257

114 North
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Perkins Asks Reagan, Brown To Declare Counties Disaster Area
1,000 people are homeless, School.
"Each of these counties
with extensive damage to
President Reagan and the Johns Creek High School also suffered extensive
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. have and the Varney Elementary damage to roads and
been asked by Rep. Carl
Perkins, 1)-Ky., to declare 10
eastern Kentucky counties
disaster areas because of
weekend flooding.
floods
The
from
downpours Saturday forced
scattered evacuations in
several areas, and were
Next to "If we can put a cure anything.
blamed for two deaths in
Because DMSO is being
man on the moon, why can't
Breathitt County.
The state Division of we...", one of the most often sold as a solvent and not as a
Disaster and Emergency heard complaints is "Why drug, even though that's
Services sent survey teams don't they do something what people are buying it
for, it would be difficult and
to eastern Kentucky Monday about..."
Lately a version of that inefficient for FDA to take
to assess damage from the
question has been "If DMSO legal action individually
weekend flash floods.
Four National Guardsmen hasn't been approved, why against street vendors. The
were assigned to escort does FDA permit the solvent agency is concentrating its
regulatory interest on larger
shipments of drinking water to be sold?"
distributors
selling DMSO
The
answer
lies
in
how
it
is
to parts of Pike County, DES
spokesman Gordon Nichols sold. FDA has control over for medical purposes,
products that are sold as although legal action against
said.
Twenty-one Pike Coun- drugs, that have labels con- smaller distributors has not
tians spent the night in a Red taining medical claims, and been ruled out.
Cross shelter, and the Red that are in interstate com- In the meantime, FDA
Cross was setting up similar merce — that is, the product continues to warn the public
shelters in Breathitt, Floyd, or anything connected with against self-medication with
Knott and Owsley counties, its manufacture crossed the product being sold on the
street. Medical grade DMSO
state lines.
officials said.
DMSO
is
something
else
Perkins sent Reagan and
Brown a telegram Monday again. It is usually not sold
describing damage he had explicitly as a drug. What is
being sold — often in hardseen:
"In Floyd County over 200 ware stores, smoke shops,
families are homeless, and off the back of trucks, or
By KEVIN McKEAN
extensive damage occurred through newspaper adverAP Science Writer
to the schools at McDowell, tisements — is DMSO the industrial grade solvent. In
NEW YORK(AP)— When
Garrett,Drift,and Martin.
German
"In Knott County, many most cases it is being pro- 19th-century
homes were flooded as well moted as a solvent. The chemists introduced the new
as the Upper Quicksand labels contain no medical drug "aspirin," its main sellclaims,and salespeople may ing point was that it didn't
School.
"In Pike County, over be quick to say it will not upset the stomach as much
as the popular pain remedy
salicylic acid.
In the ensuing eight
decades, aspirin , all but
drove salicylic acid out of
the medicine chest.
DESIGNED WITH
But now humble salicylic
acid may be poised for a
YOUR FAMILY
comeback. New research inIN MIND
dicates — perhaps ironically
All oceanfront with excellent view of pool
— that it may hold the key to
and ocean 105 units - rooms, completely
preventing the stomach
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites.
Ocean beach. Plenty of free parking.
upset caused by aspirin.
"This is the way history
goes," says Dr. Andre
Robert of Upjohn Co.,the
physician and biologist
• Restaurant serving
whose work is sparking the
3 meals daily
reassessment.
•Lounge with
L
F At. P1
entertainment
Dr. Robert found that -a
187 South Atlantic Avenue
•3 swimming pools.
dash of salicylic acid, given
ORMOND BEACH, FLA.
strategically in advance,
Relax, enjoy the seaside Spacious palm studded
could prevent stomach
room
lawns, gardens Bring the family - plenty of
damage from ulcer-causing
shops,
best
and lots to do for everyone Near the
doses
of
aspirin,
golf, recreations
hydrochloric acid or grain
90 minutes to Disney World Tours leave from our
door. Write for information Reserve now
alcohol in rats.
If the same protective efON THE WORLDS MOST FAMOUS BEACH
fect
works in humans, it
BILTMORE BEACH LODGE
For
181 South, Atlantic Aviernita Ormond flood+ Florida 3/074
would be of great practical
Reser,atIons
Please sand brochur• rotas
importance. Many people
NAME
with sensitive stomachs
PHONE
ADDRESS
can't take aspirin. Others,
1-800I I I SIAIF
like arthritics, who may
874-0552 I.
need to take a dozen tablets a
day,face a risk of ulcers.
By The Associated Press

bridges," Perkinr said.
Nichols said the DES
surveys were in response to
requests from Perkins and

Pike County Judge- and private buildings in Pike
Executive Wayne Ruther- County at $5.5 million.
ford, who had estimated the
The survey teams were in
damage to roads and public Pike County Monday and
were to survey other counties Tuesday, DES officials
said.
Early reports from
surveys of John's Creek,
Belfry, Johnson's Bottom,
Grassy Fork, Toler and Raccoon indicated that most of
the damage was along
deliver harmful substances creeks and in hollows.
from the impure product into
The teams reported 150
the blood stream. In fact, homes were damaged,along
anything that is on the skin with the two schools and
could be carried into the several businesses.
system along with the
Contaminated wells were
DMSO.
a problem, and the National
Furthermore, FDA warns Guardsmen were escorting
that the safety of DMSO in water shipments to the Rachigh concentrations has not coon and John's Creek
been established. Early areas, Nichols said.
research on DMSO was
State
Transportation
halted for a year, in 1965, Department officials were
when eye damage developed surveying road damage, but
in experimental animals. had no immediate reports.
While short-term' use of
Rutherford has said the
drug-quality DMSO in low $5.5 million in damage was
doses doesn't appear to mostly to roads and private
cause eye damage, more
prolonged use, as might '
occ11G"
cur in arthritis and chronic
back pain, could be
associated with such a risk.
Minor reactions to DMSO
that have been reported include nausea, headache, and
redness of the skin where it 1.3
is applied, and burning in
urination. Some more severe
reactions also have occurred, including gentralized
dermatItIrtlftl one..me of
anaphylaxis. Two cases
have been reported from ci
Britain of severe hemolysis
(destruction of the red blood
cells), with jaundice and
kidney injury in two elderly
patients who received DMSO
intravenously.

DMSO Being Sold As Industrial
Grade Solvent, Not Medicine
has been approved only for
the treatment of a rare bladder condition called interstitial cystitis. A
veterinary grade DMSO has
been approved for topical
treatment of horses and dogs
to reduce acute swelling.
These drugs are safe for
their intended uses because
they are produced under
strict manufacturing controls.
Industrial grade DMSO,
however, is made in plants
that are not designed for the
production of human drugs
and therefore lack appropriate quality controls.
Because DMSO easily
penetrates the skin, it could

Salicylic Acid Makes
Comeback As Medicine

FLORIDA VACATION

The reason for the protection is unknown but may depend on the different —
though similar — actions of
the two drugs.
"It may be that all these
years we switched from one
compound to the other for
the wrong reasons," Robert
says. But he plans to pin
down the biochemical reason
for the protection before trying it on people.

WON'T YOU PLEASE HELP
THEM BY PAYING PROMPTLY
WHEN THEY CALL ON YOU!

L.1

Gospel Meetings
Beginning

Monday June 15th Thru June 21st
Speaker: Jay Lockhart
At 7:30 P.M. Each Evening
PUBLIC IS INVITED

Murray Supply Co. Inc. Has All Your Plumbing Needs.
No Special Ordering & No Waiting. We Have It In Stock!
Through June
'Am

30
/0
All Delta Faucets
Off

Register For A Free Delta Faucet To Be
Given Away Each Week Thru June.

Aqua Glass Modular Showers
125 in stock, ready for
delivery. No waiting and no
special ordering

Save on your water bill
with water saving toilet.
Saves at least a gallon
of water per flush over
conventional toilets.
And, there's no extra
charge for the water
saving feature.

48"

See Our Full Line Of Beautiful
Bathroom Vanities In Stock &
Ready For Delivery

Special On
2 Compartment
Stainless
Steel Sinks

095

6

With Baskets
and Delta
Faucets

Murray Supply Co. Is N w The Distributor For A.O. Smith Water Heaters

Murray Supply Co.

Mtierray Ledger & TimeT
208 E. Main

1V1

Is Having A Series Of

SAVE
WATER
SAVE
MONEY

Remember that they are business men and
women who must make a profit in order to
continue to give good service.

E-1

Contractors,
Home Owners Or,
Handymen

Deltique Model 906
— Antique Brass Finish

When Our Carriers
Are Making Collections

Lc

Union Grove Church of Christ

'
I
Riltmcire

It's That Time Again

and public buildings along this damage, and I request
that you act without delay,"
Kentucky 194 and U.S. 119.
The National Weather Ser- Perkins said.
The disaster designation
vice said the North Fork of
the Kentucky River crested would mean federal
Monday at Jackson 5 feet assistance for providing
above flood stage. The South housing and rebuilding
Fork was falling at roads, bridges and schools.
It also would provide lowBooneville after cresting 4
cost loans to rehabilitate or
feet over flood level.
Most evacuees had return- rebuild houses and • "
ed Sunday to begin cleaning businesses.
up.
Authorities had reported
The counties named 'in earlier that a five-year-old
Perkins' telegram re- girl died Saturday when sh('
questing a disaster declara- was playing with other
tion were Breathitt, Floyd, children on a foot firidge at
Johnson, Knott, Letcher, Slate Branch, about 9 miles
Magoffin, Martin, Owsley, east of Jackson, and fell int(
a flood-swollen creek.
Perry and Pike.
Monday, officials said the
"In Breathitt County, a
child drowned on Slate body of Johnny Lee StanBranch of Quicksand ford, 54, of Morgantown
(Creek),and a man drowned Ga., had been found near
at Whick. Also in Breathitt Whick in Breathitt County.
Deputy Breathitt County
many homes were flooded as
well as the Rousseau and Coroner Larry Plummet
Caney schools. This is the said Stanford was visitinv
worst flooding in many years relatives and left to call o:
in this county.
friends when he apparently
"I have personally seen was caught in a flash flood.

753-3361

Cl
1.3

Sports
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Summer Baseball At A Glance
Tigers, Indians Win In Junior Babe Ruth Games Pack Produces 4 Hits

Astros, Cubs Squeak

In a pair of Junior Babe
Ruth games last night, the
Tigers beat the Dodgers, 118. and the Indians won over
the Braves, 11-6.
In the Tigers' win, Brad
Skinner pitched 2 2-3 innings
of scoreless relief after coming into the game with the
Dodgers ahead, 8-7. Skinner
had five strikeouts in relief.
Cary Miller, who started
fur Tigers, had four

In the Park League Monday, the Astros beat the
Yankees, 18-14, and the Cubs
edged the Cards,8-7.
For the Astros, Benji
Gresham had a triple while
Chris Weatherly, Doug
Payne, Joey Smell and
Allen Kelso had doubles.
For the Yankees, William
Beale had two triples and a
double and Sean Kelly had

strikeouts in his three inn- Parks had two singles to
ings.
score two runs and drive in
The Tigers were led in hit- one while Wade Smith had
double for
ting by Skinner, who had two singles and a
RBI.
and
an
runs
two
three singles to score two

Newsome had one hit for two
runs and an FtBI and Matt
Harrington had a single and
three RBI.
The Indians were led by
David McCuiston, who had
three hits, including a double, for two runs and two
RBI, by Mitch Grogan who
had a hit and drove in two
runs, and by Mark Boggess,
who had two hits and scored
a run.

runs and drive in one, by
The Indians were led to
Todd Ross, who had a double their win by Rodney Key,
and scored three runs, and .who had eight strikeouts in
. .
by Kyle Evans, who had a four innings.
single and a double to score
Jon Billington had two
runs and drive in two.
singles to score three runs
For the Dodgers, Andy and drive in one, Brad

Thomas Taking Advantage Of
Once In A Lifetime Opportunity
B) ALEX SACHARE
Al'Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( AP) — Isiah
"I humas says he's taking advantage of •'a once in a
l!fetime opportunity" by turnon?, pro after his sophomore
scar at Indiana. but the decision still hasn't been an easy
one to make.
"Emotionally I would
Lio.c liked to stay at InMarta," said Thomas, the 6foot-1 guard who led the
Hoosiers to the NCAA title in
March."But I couldn't make
the decision with my heart. I
had to make it with my head.
I'll still have a lot of problems, but I'd rather be rich
with the problems than poor.
"Basketball is my hobby,
and not everybody has a
chance to get paid for his
hobby."
Thomas figures to be paid
handsomely after he is
selected in today's National

Basketball Association draft
of college players. Mark
Aguirre of DePaul was expected to be the first player
chosen, by the Dallas
Mavericks, then the Detroit
Pistons were ready to take
Thomas with the No.2 pick.
The draft, which was
scheduled to begin at 12:15
p.m., EDT, was to last 10
rounds. But the focus of attention . was on the opening
round, in which New Jersey
had three picks and Dallas,
Detroit and Portland two
apiece.
Besides Aguirre and
Thomas, other players who
were expected to go early in
the draft were center Steve
Johnson of Oregon State, forwards Buck Williams of
Maryland, Kelly Tripucka
and Orlando Woolridge of
Notre Dame, Al Wood of
North Carolina, Al King of
Maryland and Danny Vranes

of Champions at Carbondale,
Ill., and the Benton
)
Relays.
A four-year letterman for
coach Gene Watson, Pahl is
one of only three high school
pole vaulters in Illinois track
history to clear 16-feet.
"He's the top pole vaulter
ever to come out of
anywhere in Illinois, south of
Chicago," said Watson. "He
has unlimited potential to
improve."
Pahl has already qualified

stroke average as a junior
and senior. He set a new
nine-hole conference record
and tied the course record
when he fired a 31 his senior
year at Santa Rosa Shores
Golf Course in Santa Rosa,
Fla.
"I first came into contact
with Steve at the Alabama

Waiting Game Continues Toward Strike
NEW YORK ( AP) — The
v,-.,.tihg game continues in
ba.A:ball's threatened player
strike.
N1arvin Miller, executive
r,•ctor of the Major League
PI:Ayers Association, is
wa;ting for management's
(•
uriter proposal to a player
pool idea he thinks can settle
the free agent compensation
question.
}{ay Grebey,, director of
management's Player Belatiwis '.:ornmittee, is waiting
for another union proposal.
And both sides are waiting
or Judge Henry Werker's
ter.ision on a National Labor
Relations Board petition for

an injunction against the
major leagues.
A spokesman for Judge
Werker said Monday a decision would be made "later in
the week," on the NLRB
petition. Then the management and the union met with
federal mediator Kenneth
Moffett for two hours with no
progress reported.
Grebey said it had been a
lengthy meeting but with no
progress and that another
negotiating session was set
for today.
Miller agreed that the no
progress assessment was
fair but said the joint
meetings lasted no more

ble. Other Twin hits came
from Patrick Orr, Justin
Crouse and Chris Dill.
For the Reds, Chris Bryan
drove in two runs with two
singles in three at bats.
Davis Potts also had a
single.

two doubles while Mac McCuiston, Vijay Cohoon, John
Paul Nix and Eddie Sheridan
each had a double.
The Cubs were led in their
win by Chris Garland and
Ashley Ross, who each had a
double. For the Cards, Christian Crouse had a home run
while Keith Walls Sean
Stogner each had a double
and a triple.

Twins, Pirates Win
In Little League
The Twins nipped the A's
4-3 and the Pirates blanked
the Cubs 5-0 in Little League
games Monday night.
Alan Cothran recorded the
win for the Twins. A double
by Trice Seargent of the
Twins and a triple by the A's
Tim Greer were the only two
hits of the game.

Pirate pitcher Sean Kelly
struck out 14 Cubs, allowed
one hit and got two hits
himself in the second game
last night.
Shea Ellis also had two
hits for the Pirates. John
McMillen's double was the
only hit for the Cubs.

Tournament Tradition, Big Bats
Help Sun Devils To Series Title

Conley 2nd To Sign With MSU Golfers
Steve Conley, a promising
:if prospect from Ft.
Walton Beach ( Fla.) High
has become the se) d prep standout to sign a
raational letter-of-intent with
0.urray State University.
As a three-year letterman
.!r. Ft. Walton Beach, Conley
r'r rded his team's lowest

players with four hits, including Russ Adkins, Stuart
Vance and Jeremy Latimer,
while Bear Beggs had a triple for the Braves.
For the Red Sox, Jeff
Brannon had two home runs
while Michael Carr had a
double and a triple. The
Phillies were led by Scott
Downey, who had a home
run,and by Darrell Ramsey,
who had a triple.

Twins Beat Reds, 7-4,
In Kentucky League

The Twins beat the Reds,
7-4, in the only Kentucky
League baseball game
played
Monday night.
and Tom Chambers of Utah, mother, Mary Thomas, who
Twins pitcher Scott Adams
and guards Frank Johnson has been the head of the
of Wake Forest and Rolando family since Isiah's father pitched the first three innings,striking out six batters,
Blackman of Kansas State. left them when he was 3.
and also had a two-run douThe 20-year-old Thomas
School remains important
could become a millionaire in Thomas'life. Even though
when he signs his first NBA he's turning pro, he intends
contract. But although he ad- to pursue his goal of becommits the money was the big- ing a lawyer.
gest reason he elected to go "My mother wanted me to
pro, he promises it's not go- stay in school and get my
ing to change him.
degree," he said. "But when
"I don't want to have to ad- I told her that just because I
just to money, I want money wouldn't be playing college
to adjust to me," he said. basketball didn't mean I
By TOM VINT
"I'll be the same person wouldn't be going to college,
Associated Press Writer
tomorrow I am today. I may she went along. I plan to
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —
dress better and I may live keep going to school in the Arizona State's tournament
better, but I'll be the same summer, maybe take exten- tradition and big bats carperson because I like myself sion courses. I'm in summer ried the No. 1 Sun Devils into
the way I am. I'm content, school right now.
the NCAA College World
and I don't want that to
But he managed to find Series baseball championchange."
time to take a couple days off ship game but the left arm of
Thomas grew up in the and attend the draft. After reliever Kevin Dukes reachWest Side ghetto of Chicago, all, not every 20-year-old col- ed out to grab the trophy.
the youngest of 10 children. lege student has the chance
Dukes picked up his seHe maintains close ties with to become an instant cond tournament victory in
his family, including his millionaire.
holding
hot-hitting
Oklahoma State to just two
hits through 8 2-3 innings as
ASU captured its fifth collegiate baseball title 7-4
Monday night in Rosenblatt
for the Junior Olympics later equalled the winning jump, Stadium.
this summer in Virginia and but was placed second
A crowd of 13,239 saw
will join the nation's top prep because of more misses at Dukes end OSU's first-inning
track
standouts in the winning height," added rally, yield a run without givSacremento, Calif., for the Watson.
ing up a hit in the third and
prestigious Golden West
Pahl will study con- another single run in the
Track Meet.
struction technology at Mur- ninth on a double by Glenn
Pahl was runnerup in the
Edwards. He also picked two
ray State.
Illinois Class AA state meet
runners off first base.
as a senior and had the
"We're very excited to at"Arizona State is an exdistinction of placing in the tract a top quality regional cellent team with Dukes,"
top 10 as a sophomore,junior athlete like Daren Pahl," said Oklahoma State Coach
and senior.
said Racer Coach Bill Cor- Gary Ward, whose team
"He was edged out of the nell. "He's one of the best chased ASU starter Kendall
state championship on a wet ever to come out of southern Carter after facing just the
and windy day and actually Illinois."
first four batters in the tworun first inning.
"We created some early
momentum but Dukes took it
away. He has major league
stuff with great placement of
Crimson Tide Golf Camp and got all the tools to be a good
his pitches," said Ward.
I was extremely impressed player in college," said CarThe third-ranked Cowboys
with his talent," said Racer michael. "Steve is a totally
had touched Dukes for the
coach Buddy Hewitt. "I feel dedicated player."
only hits he has given up in
he's a fine player who can
his four tournament aphelp our program in many
Conley joins Lincoln (Ill.) pearances. OSU knocked
the
ways."
High School standout Tom senior standout
out of the
Conley was coached at Ft. Watson as newcomers to the
game in Friday night's winWalton Beach High by Racer golf roster next
ners bracket final with four
Warner Carmichael. "He's season.
singles in one inning.
"They didn't hit him hard
then," said Arizona State
Coach Jim Brock. "He was

Pahl Becomes MSU's First Prize Recruit
Daren Pahl, a pole vaulter
from Marion (Ill.) High
School who has already
cleared 16-feet and is ranked
among the nation's best, has
become the first prize
recruit for Murray State
track coach Bill Cornell.
Pahl, who is currently the
sixth ranked high school pole
vaulter in the United States,
has recorded first place
finishes in such top prep
meets as the Murray State
High School Invitational, the
C)ritralia Relays, the Meet

In three T-Ball games last
night, the Meta beat the
Yankees, 34-27, the Blue
Jays edged the Braves, 2422, and the Red Sox beat the
Phillies,28-23.
In the Mets' win, Sean
Koehl, Ginger Crouch,
Damon Cohoon and Steve
Gresham each had four hits
while Mickey Morton had
four for the Yankees.
The Blue Jays had three

than 15 or 20 minutes. "Most
of that time was spent
discussing logistics of - our
next meeting," he said.
Miller was asked if the
owners had talked any more
about the pool idea which the
union placed on the bargaining table Saturday.
"Their one comment that
goes to the heart of the pool
proposal...without going into
detail.. basically they object
to the pool proposal," Miller
said. "We've said, 'If you
have a counter proposal,
make it. We can't read your
minds.—
But management has
made no counter proposals

after rejecting the pool idea
which would have each major league team contribute
an unspecified number of
players to a compensation
pool. The pool would then be
used to provide professional
replacements for quality
players lost to free agency
through the re-entry draft. Miller said Grebey's
response remains consistent.
"He keeps saying, 'You
must have a bottom line,"
Miller said, quoting the
management
representative. "I'm not sure what he
means but if I read that correctly, what he'd like is for

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
1 FULL CARAT

tired. He'd gone 6 1-3 innings
earlier but I had no doubt
he'd do the job tonight."
While Dukes was handcuffing the Cowboys, Arizona
State was chipping away at a
parade of OSU pitchers.
Mike Sodders hit a sacrifice
fly and a wild pitch scored
two runs in the first to match
Oklahoma State at 2-2.
The 55-13 Sun Devils then
added two more in the third
to go ahead for the first time
in the game. Stan Holmes
doubled home one run to im-

prove his CWS record RBI
"By getting Dilks out of
total to 17. Holmes then there, it accomplished two
scored on a Mike McCain things," said Brock."It gave
double.
us a little more time for
Dukes to rest up and I think
The Cowboys tried to put a
it gave us another run."
stop to ASU's scoring by brThe Devils picked up an ininging in first-round major
league draft pick Darren surance run in the eighth
Dilks in the sixth. Dints when Kevin Rcurtine singled,
struck out three in two went to second on a
grounder, stole third and
scoreless innings but was
scored on a throwing error.
forced out of the game on a
ruling question when Ward
The victory was the fifth tipinch hit for him in the top of tle for Arizona State but the
the eighth.
second for Brock.

3
3

3

1

Nicklaus More Confident In Game
Now Than Before 1980 U.S. Open
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) —
Defending U.S. Open golf
champion Jack Nicklaus
says he is more confident in
his game now than he was
before the 1980 Open.
He says, however,since he
is hitting the ball better he
can't understand why his
scores aren't lower.
"Maybe I'm saving all my
luck for the Open," he said
Monday.
Nicklaus held a news conference before playing the
first round on a new course
he designed near here as one
of his final warmups for the
1581 Open, which starts June
18 at the Marion course in
Pennsylvania.
Nicklaus won last year
with a 272 at Baltusrol in Springfield, N.J.
"I'm hitting the ball better
than I was last year at this
time," Nicklaus declared at
The Hills of Lakeway course,
25 miles southwest of here.
"I'm very confident in the

way I'm playing. I'm very
confident I will be able to
score. I can't understand
why I haven't put on any
lower scores."
Nicklaus shot a 281 in the
Atlanta Golf Classic, which
ended Sunday,finishing four
strokes behind Tom Watson,
who won a playoff with Tommy Valentine on the third extra hole.
Nicklaus said he has
played Marion only twice —
in 1960 when he won the
world amateur championship, and in 1971, when he

•

lost the Open to Lee Trevino
in an 18-hole playoff.
Nicklaus, hitting a shot for
photographers, used a four
iron into the wind to drive
the green — eight to 10 feet
from the pin — on the 175yard No.7 hole at Lakeway,a
hole he described as "spectvular."
A ball must carry over a
creek and a 15-foot waterfall
to hit the green.
Nicklaus suggested
shortening the hole to make
it easier for Lakeway club
members.

Si

Spinks Must Punch, Not Box
and I'm going to keep him
from dancing."
At a news conference in
Detroit promoting Friday
night's bout at Joe Louis
Arena, Spinks said he would
cling to Holmes "like a T"He's a boxer; I'm a pun- shirt" to neutralize the 31cher," Spinks said Monday. year-old champion's five"He's going to be dancing inch reach advantage.
DETROIT (AP) — Leon
Spinks figures he has to keep
Larry Holmes from boxing if
he's going to take away
Holmes' World Boxing Council heavyweight title.
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12.00
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.

Federal regulatio prohibits compoundiog
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Rose 4 Hits Shy0f Passing Musial

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Standings
By The Amssdsted Pros
NATIONAL LlEAGUE EAST
Pct GB
W L
Ptaladelphia
804 32 21
St Louis
W 19
.596 1
Pittsburgh
25 21
.543 3kt
Montreal
V Z .519 4kt
New You
354 12ks
17 31
Owego
245 18
12 37
WEST
Los Angeles
Z 19
648 Cincinnati
3030
834 Po
Houston
509 PA
9927
Atlanta
3030
4603 8,01
27 zs
San Francisco
Ma 9
San Diego
21 33
389 14
Idowday's Games
Philadelphia 4, Houston 3
San Diego at Ptrtabergh, pod rain
Only games scheduled
Toesday's Games
San Francisco (Whitim 241 at Chicago
Knew/ 24)
Atlanta (PNiektm 43) at Montreal
Sanderson 5-2), ( n)
Horton ( J_Nleicro 6-4) at Philadelphia
Bystrun 33), (fl)
San Diego (Mira 3-7 and Urres 2-01 at
Pittsburgh ( Rhxlen 6.0 and Scurry 2-2),
n
Onannali (Pastore 3-2) at New Yort
Harris 24), (n
Los Angeles (Houton 7-D at &loon
Forirn 5-2). (n)
Wednesday's Gooses
San Francisco at Chcago
Atlanta at Montreal, uo
Houston at Philadelphia, (n
San Eiego at Fittabergh, (p
Cincinnati at New York, (n)
Le, Angeles at SLLats, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet GB
W L
New Yost
3330
623 Baltimore
30 20
600 1kt
Milwaukee
566 3
30 23
Cleveland
26 22 .5e 4kt
Boston
ZS 25
.528 5
Detroit
28 26
.519 5
Toronto
16 39
.301 18
WENT
Texas
kt
3030 .615
Oaldand
3030
614 Cticago
28 22
560 3k4
California
28 zs
.491
Kansas City
18 29
.383 12
Seattle
.370 13kt
20 34
Minnesota
302 17
16 37
Moony's Games
Clitaigo 6, Toronto 2
New York 6, Kansa Qty 3
Mineaota 1, Misrauisee 0
Texas 8 Detroit 1
California 10, Cleveland 2
Seattle 2, Boston 0
Only games scheduled
Tanday's Games
Baltimore (McGregor 6-2 and Pakner 33) at Oakland (McCatty 6-4 and Kingman
3-4), 2, In)
Toronto (Leal 3-7) at Chicago (Dotson
6-3), (n)
New Tort(Mem 3-1) at Kansas City
(Gun 46), (n)
Milwaukee (Satan 3-3) at Mimesta
Arrer 341, (n).
Detroit (Lopez 2-1) at Texas ( Matted'
34), (
Cleveland (Barker 5-2 ) at Oelifernia
(Witt 451, (n)
Boston (Torres 5-2) at Seattle (Clark
1), (fl)
Wednesday's Games
Baltimore at Oakland
Kansas (2ly at Tolman (n)
New York at Chicago, (n)
Texas at Milwaukee, (n)
Detroit at Mknesota, (n)
Cleveland at Cakfornia, (n)
Boo. at Seattle, (n)

Transactions
BASEBALL
National League
ASTROS-Traded
HOUSTON
,infielder,to the CinRafael Landestoy,
cinnati Reds for Harry Spilman, infielder.
MONTREAL EXPOS-Announced
the resignation of Harry Renaud, vice
president and secretary-treasurer.
NEW YORK METS-Recalled Ray
Searage, pitcher, from Tidewater of
the International League.
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Named Tel
Smith a special consultant.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
HOUSTON ROCKETS-Acquired
Elvin Hayes,forward-center,from the
Washington Bullets in exchange for
the Rockets' second-round draft
choices in 1961 and 1983.
NEW JERSEY NETS-Traded Cliff
Robinson, forward, to the Kansas City
Kings for Otis Birdsong, guard, and a
second-round 1981 draft choice. Sent
the second-round draft choice they acquired from the Kings to the
Washington Bullets to complete an
earlier trade.
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS-Signed
Carl Bailey,center.

Sports In Brief

Bowa's Three Hits, Three RBI Lead Phillies Over Astros, 4-3

By The Associated Press
TENNIS
LONDON (AP)- Hank Pfister
upset Pat Dupre 74, 7-5 at the $199,006
Stella Artois Grass Courts Tournament.
In other action, John Fitzgerald
upset Chris Lewis 7-5, 6-1, Ran
Hightower eliminated Jamie Fillol of
Chile 74, 6-1, Francisco Goinalez of
Puerto Rico overcame Thierry
Tulasne of France 6-4,6-3; John Lloyd
of Britain topped Christophe RogerVasselin of France, 6-2, 74; and Nick
Seinen° beat Larry Stefanki, 6-4, 24,6-

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Larry Bowa collected three
hits and drove in three runs the cheers resounded when
as the Philadelphia Phillies Rose came
to the plate in the
defeated the Houston Astros only NL
game of the night.
4-3, but the spotlight was on
Rose picked up a single in
Pete Rose who moved a hit the third inning,
his only hit
closer to breaking Stan in three at-bats.
It left him
Musial's all-time National four short of passing
League hit record of 3,630.
Musial's career record.
The fans appreciated
Bowa's contribution in the
Musial, incidentally, was
Phillies' third straight in town, but won't start comtriumph Mondaygnight, but ing to the ball park to see

NI Roundup

SURBITON, England ( AP) - Chris
Evert Lloyd withdrew from the Surrey
grass-court tennis championships
because of torn tendons in her right
knee.
Meanwhile, Australia's Anne Minter
upset Virginia Wade of Britain 6-4, 14,
6-1.
BASEBALL
NEW YORK I AP I - The Seattle
Manners named Mike Moore, a strapping right-handed pitcher from Oral
Roberts University, the first pick in
the regular phase of baseball's summer free-agent amateur draft.
The Chicago Cubs then selected
Joseph Carter, an outfielder from
Wichita State. California picked Dick
Schofield, a high school shortstop from
Springfield, Ill and the son of former
major league infielder Dick Schofield.
The New York Mets picked outfielder
Terry Blocker from Tennessee State.
NEW YORK (AP) - Rick Camp,
who came out of the Atlanta Braves'
bullpen three times last week to save
games, was named the National
League Player of the Week.
Camp pitched six innings last week,
allowing no runs and three hits, while
striking out two and walking two.
NEW YORK )AP)- Pitcher Danny
Darwin of the Texas Rangers was
named American League Player of the
Week for the week ending June 7.
Darwin had a 2-0 record last week,
with wins over Toronto and Minnesota.
His earned run average for the 16.2 innings he pitched last week was 1.62. He
allowed 11 hits, walked six batters and
struck out 16.
COLLEGE
OMAHA, Neb.(AP)- Kevin Dukes
held hot-hitting Oklahoma State to just
two hits through 82-3 innings as
Arizona State captured its fifth NCAA
collegiate baseball title with a 7-4 victory over the Cowboys.
The top-ranked Sun Devils Dukes
broke a 2-2 tie in the third on RBI
doubles by Stan Holmes and Mike McCain and never trailed.
BOXING
PHILADELPHIA (API - World
Boxing Association bantamweight
champion Jeff Chandler was arraigned on drug-possession charges after
police stopped him for a traffic violation and found a small quantity of
marijuana and a white powder believed to be cocaine, police said.
Chandler was pulled over about 9:20
p.m. Sunday, and police found four
small packets of powder and three
marijuana cigarettes, said Lt. Joseph
Gatto of the police narcotics division.

By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Neither Roger Erickson
nor Dennis Lamp stuck
around for the finish. Floyd
Bannister did. All three got
what they wanted.
Erickson and Lamp pitched masterfully until late in
the game and each wound up
victorious after relief help
Monday night. Bannister
didn't bother the bullpen,
however, in mowing down
the Boston Red Sox on two
hits.
Bannister's stellar effort
gave the Seattle Mariners a
2-0 triumph over Boston,
while Minnesota's Erickson
and Doug Corbett combined
on a four-hit, 1-0 victory over
Milwaukee, and Lamp teamed with Kevin Hickey to
throw a six-hit, 6-2 triumph
over Toronto.
Elsewhere
the
in
American League, the New
York Yankees bombed Kansas City 8-3; California
demolished Cleveland 10-2,
and Texas smashed Detroit
8-1.
Manners 2, Red Sox 0
Bannister surrendered a
first inning single to Dwight
Evans and a double to

selections, is one reason
baseball's owners are adamant that amateur draft
choices are not adequate
compensation for teams losing major league free
agents. This is the issue that
has baseball on the precipice
of a strike.
Hal Keller, the Mariners'
director of player development, wouldn't forecast a
major league timetable for
the 21-year-old Moore but
said: "He's going to be a fine
pitcher for a long, long
time."
Moore, a junior with a
three-year record of 28-11
and a 2.64 earned run
average, sounds like he's in
a hurry to scrap the minor
league buses for the major
league jets.
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Carney Lansford in the ninth. He struck out seven.
"I'll take a two-hitter
anytime," said Bannister, 65. "Particularly against a
team like Boston and in a
park like this."
The Mariners had a pretty
good right-handed hitter in
their lineup in Gary Gray,
who blasted his 13th homer
of the season for all the Seattle runs. Prior to Gray's
shot,Tom Paciorek had been
hit with a pitch by Red Sox
starter John Tudor, who
threw a four-hitter.
Twins 1, Brewers 0
Erickson was aided by pitching coach Johnny Podres
as well as by Corbett, who
pitched the final 12-3 innings
to allow Erickson to break a
four-game losing string.
Erickson did and gave up
the Brewers' four hits. But
his hurling might have gone
for naught if Ron Jackson
hadn't singled home Butch
Wyriegar in the seventh inning with the only run of the
game.
White Sox 6, Blue Jays 2
Lamp carried two-hitter
into the ninth inning before
giving up four singles and
two runs. But he was ahead

Mariners Pick Moore
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Rose's record-smashing hit pay you to hit pretty good
until tonight. He'll stick pitches.'"
around until it happens so he
Rose said he was trying
can congratulate Rose.
not to get carried away by
Rose continues to low key the emotion of the situation,
the fast approaching adding, ,-•-1 don't want to
forget What I'm out there for
-to win."
"Anytime you are about to
Bowa said he was lucky to
accomplish what I'm about get his hits and knock in the
to do it's fun," the Phillies key runs, and noted that
he
first baseman said.
had to remind fans that he
Rose said he told Houston had a pretty good final half
pitcher Don Sutton (4-7) it of the 1980 season,
a good
was a pretty good pitch, and playoff and World
Series.
Sutton replied, '''Yeh, they
The Phillies' shortstop

thinks the fans recall only cond when Maaclux was s“te
that he had a poor first half on an error, and scored of; a
last year.
Bowa single. Maddox, who
had moved to third, Scot
lead
The Phillies took a 2-0
in the second inning on a on Bob Boone's sacrifil.e f; .
The Astros came
single by Dick Davis, Garry
Maddox' double, and Bowa's with two in the fifth, Cc-,ir
Cedeno driving in both wit a
two-rim
two-out single off
;11
ln,Lhe fourth, Jose Cruz hit Dick Ruthveri (8-3) Ruth..
his 1 10th home run of the pitched six innings r.!al
season to make it 2-1. The relievers Mike
Pro,i.
Phillies came back in the Sparky Lyle and 1 g
bottom of the inning for two McGraw finished tinmore runs and a 4-1 lead.
•
McGraw earned his
Davis singled, reached se- save.

Bannister Helps Erickson, Lamp Get What They Want In Mariners' W;n

Amateur Free Agents Have Day In Sun

By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) Baseball's amateur free
agents, currently the only
compensation when teams
sign those big name, major
league free agents like Dave
Winfield, had their day in the
sun - and the draft's No.1
pick, Mike Moore, received
the most exposure.
Moore, a big, hardthrowing right-handed pitcher from Oral Roberts
University, Tuesday was
chosen and signed by the
Seattle Mariners. who immediately shipped him to
their AA farm team in Lynn,
Mass.
The fact that the futkre for
these draft picks always is
uncertain, even for the top

•

•

He handled his own
negotiations and wrapped
them up quickly. "I felt I
could come to terms on my
own," Moore said. "I didn't
want to hassle it and miss
part of the season."
Moore, from Eakly, Okla.,
said this day was a goal ever
since he first played Little
League baseball at the age of
7. "Like all kids, it's been a
lifelong dream," Moore said.
"I kept pursuing the career,
and now it has come true."
Moore's pitching coach at
the Tulsa, Okla., school was
former major league pitcher
Jim Brewer, who said he expects his protege to reach
the big time in two years.
But he warns there will be
potholes on the road to stardom in the major leagues.
"He's had problems
changing speeds in college
because he didn't have to
change speeds," Brewer
said. "I've seen a lot of pitchers in the last 25 years and
I think Mike Moore is probably one of the strongest."
Moore's fastball has been
clocked at 97 miles per hour.
"I've seen him throw 150 pitches in a game and still be
better at the end than the
beginning," Brewer said.
"His biggest problem is at
the beginning of the game.
He's mentally and physically agressive and he hasn't
got the control.
"When he's a little worn
down, he gets a little more
control but continues to
throw at the same speed."

In the father-and-son
category of Monday's draft
was Dick Schofield, a high
school shortstop from Springfield, IU, who was picked
by the California Angels. His
father, Ducky, was a utility
infielder, filling holes for 19
years in the majors. He
retired in 1971 with a .227
lifetime batting average.
Also following in his
father's footsteps was
Steven Ellsworth, a righthanded pitcher from California State-Northridge, who
was taken by Boston. Dick
Ellsworth used to pitch for
the Chicago Cubs.
The draft continued today,
but the commissioner's of
will not make public the
names of the selected
players.

Yankees 8, Royals 3
Unbeaten rookie Dave
Righetti won his third game
and got offensive support
from Lou Piniella, Dave
6-0 when Toronto came alive.
Winfield and Jerry MumHickey wrapped it up with
,threy, each with two RBI.
his first major league save.
Mumphrey connected for his
The White Sox built a 4-0
fourth homer as the Yankees
lead in the second. Bill
won their eighth straight
Almon and Greg Luzinski
game.
each had two-run singles.
Kansas City's Lee May
Chet Lemon added a homer
had two hits, with his sixthfor the White Sox.
inning single giving him
Successive singles by 2,000 hits for his career,
Damaso Garcia, Ernie making him the 10th active
Whitt, Lloyd Moseby and player to reach that number.
John Mayberry spoiled his
Rangers 8, Tigers 1
shutout and in came Hickey.
Mickey Rivers had three
"Bringing in Kevin Hickey hits, scored twice, knocked
was the right move," said in a run and stole a base as
Lamp,"He got the last out." Texas moved into first place,

Al Roundup

one percentage pouit ahead
of idle Oakland, in the AL
West. It was the Rangers'
fourth straight victory and
14th in 17 games.
The Rangers sent 16 men
to the plate in the first two innings, scoring six runs. Al
Oliver extended his hitting
streak to 15 games with a
first-inning single.
Rick Honeycutt, 6-1, scattered five hits before

yielding to Jun Ken:
ninth.
Angels 10, Indians 2
Butch Hobson drove in
four runs,three with a basesloaded double in the sectrA,
and Geoff Zahn turned in !lis
sixth complete garlic, a ft. ehitter. The Angels put the
game away with a six-run
eighth.
Dan Ford and Brian Downing homered for the Angels.

Sports Shorts

the letters, according o
HAWAII BOUND
NEW YORK (AP)- The McKay, are a shade ri the
women golf professionals personal side.
will go Hawaiian at least
"It's about 3-to4 that 1 ; 11
once in 1982. The Women's
really a dirty so-and-s' "
not
Kemper Open will be played
said. "But even w.th
McKay
at the Royal Kaanapali
ratio there are still ;in
that
course in Lahaina on the
awful lot of 'ones' who in,
island of Maui.
that I am."
James S. Kemper Jr., the
chairman of the board of the
Kemper Group, announced
TWICE AS HA
also that the 1982 tourney
DES.MOINES,
will feature the inaugural - It's just a little bit 1 ,-;,
Helene Curtis pro-am, which theory of relativity - spc!
LEXINGTON,Ky. 1AP)- win it all."
will be played in conjunction version.
But Robey said he wasn't with the main tournament.
Rick Robey has ties to the
Drake beat ColoraJ.,) so
horse-racing business, but all that surprised by the The Royal Kaanapali
football last fall, 41-22.
Celtics'
success
because
"I
he claimed a different kind
course was designed by came only a week alit ;
of Triple Crown when the knew when the year started Robert Trent Jones and
powerful Oklahoma
Boston Celtics won the Na- we'd have a great team."
features spectacular moun- over Colorado,82-42.
"We had an extremely tain and ocean views.
tional Basketball AssociaCoach Chuck Shelton
rare type of team for the
tion title.
Drake was on a Rocky Mi•u.
NBA," he said. "Everybody
tam high over the victory f •
When I was in high school
got along well and no one
GOLF ANTE RISES
his squad. "Oklahoma :(i,
(Brother Martin High in
was worried about scoring a
PONTE VEDRA, Fla. have scored twice as fl;
New Orleans), we won the lot.
Everybody knew their I AP) - They have been points
as we did but I
Louisiana 4A state chamroles and went out and did boosting the ante in PGA
assure you, we're ty.
pionship," Robey said.
their jobs."
tournaments, giving rise to happy as the Sooner'..'
"When I was in college at
Robey was the backup for fie possibility that the sum
Kentucky, we won the
starting center Robert Par- otal by the end of the 1981
NCAA. And now, with the rish
and willingly threw his hour will reach a record $14
A PASSING
Boston Celtics, I've won an 230
pounds after loose million.
SAN
DIEGO r
NBA title.
basketballs and into opposThe biggest boost for the Coach Don Coryell ut tt7,.
"That's kind of like the ing players.
current season will be in the Diego Chargers
Triple Crown. Not too many
His rough-and-tumble J.C. Penney Classic, the for his high-powc7 ,
people can say they won style irked some writers and final event of the year. The game, featuring
championships in high opponents, but Robey said full purse for that tourna- ing of Dan Ftnit.,
school, college and the pros. that didn't surprise him, ment will be $500,000, an in- receiving of John .1e;
•
"Just like with the horses, either.
crease of $100,000 from last Kellen Winslow and
the last race was the
"I don't hear that kind of year's jackpot of $400,000.
Joiner. It's known t)riur
toughest," Robey said, com- criticism because I don't
the NFL as "Air Corvell."
paring the 1 12-mile Belmont believe it," he said. "I perHere is how Coryell sun..
Stakes to the 100-plus-game sonally think most clubs
MACKAY'S MAIL
up his offensive philosopt.y
NBA schedule. "The NBA would love to have a player
TAMPA BAY, Fla. (AP) in football: "You get goiat
championship is probably like me. I'm not doing - Coach John McKay of the receivers, a good lint
the toughest to win, con- anything dirty or illegal. Tampa Bay Buccaneers gets block for the quarterback,
sidering the competition and There's just not too many a lot of mail advising him on good passer, leave tile
the best-of-seven series. It's other 6-11 guys who go after how to run his team and alone and let them throw ti
really a dream come true to the loose balls like I do."
what plays to use. Some of ball as often as they want'

Robey. Has Different
Kind Of Claim To A
Triple Crown Title

PARDON OUR PROGRESS

Peoples Bank TV Drive In equipment is
being replaced with new and more modern
units. You may use the Drive In windows
at our North Office at 12th and Chestnut
or our South Office at 12th and Story.
Or...you may park and come inside to see
us to do your banking.

PEOPLES IBANK
MURRAY U KY.

Member FDIC
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Williamsburg Palace Reopens With New Ambiance Of Reality
By DON McLEOE
Associated Press Writer
WILLIAMSBURG, Va.
AP - An hour in the governor's palace at Colonial
Williamsburg, the historic
residence of governors from
Alexander Spotswood to
Thomas Jefferson, may be
the closest a modern-day
tourist can come to real life
in the 18th century.
After a $1 million renovation, the palace has been
reopened with a new ambiance of reality. When they
enter the palace, tourists
become players in a
docudrama, exchanging
lines with trained actors,
guided from scene to scene
t) costumed hostesses.
The play is based on a real
incident which occurred 211
years ago and,begins as the
gleaming walnut double
doors of the stately brick
mansion swing open. There
stands a footman in the
livery of Norborne Berkeley,
Baron de Botetourt and next
to last royal governor of
Virginia.
'Gentlemen, ladies," the
servant intones. "May I enquire as to your business
with the governor?" And a
member of the group hands
over a rolled and rib5oned
petition. "We have a petition
for his Lordship regarding
the proposal to remove the
customs house from
Williamsburg."
'I shall announce your arrival," the servant responds.
And then the tourists are
left alone in the great entrance hall. There are
swords aplenty, and
muskets, carbines, pistols
and lances arranged on the
wail in grand geometric
designs.
The footman returns, announces that his Lordship is
busy but the "clark" of his
council will meet with the
petitioners in the receiving
room above stairs.
"I am confident that the
moderate tone and civil
nature of your petition will
find approval with him," the

clerk says, reciting the steps
the governor has taken to
improve relations with the
colony, each item an actual
occurrence in the troubled
years before the American
Revolution.
As the royal clerk returns
to his paper shuffling and the
guests are escorted from the
room, they become servants
in the governor's household.
In the supper room below
waits the stern William Marsham, butler and Man Friday to his Lordship, busily
preparing for a formal dinner.
After a lecture on sluggardly servants, Marsharn
instructs the laggards on
preparations for the dessert
course, impartin,„ •is no lecturer ever could just how the
gentry wined and dined in
1770.
Then, as''Ehe "servants"
scurry off to heed their

Lower Ohio River
Expected To Reach
Above Flood Level
By The Associated Press
The National Weather Service said today the lower
Ohio River is expected to
reach 3 to 5 feet above flood
level from Newburgh, Ind.,
to Smithland, Ky., late this
week and early next week.
A statement released today in Louisville predicted a
crest Friday at 3'42 feet over
flood level at Newburgh but
4L2 feet under flood level at
Evansville.
The Ohio is expected to
level off Saturday at Mt.Vernon about 1 foot above flood
stage and near flood at
Uniontown. Forecasts indicate the river will be about
3L2 in flood at Shawneetown
and 5 feet over at Fords
Ferry on Saturday.
A crest under flood stage is
expected Sunday at Galconda.

Announces Our
1 st Anniversary

Special!
*Hickory Smoked Pit BBQ Sandwich*
*Fresh Cole Slaw*
*Crisp French Fries*
All For
Only

$189

For The Full Month of June
At Bentley's on theWest
Side Of Murray's
Court Square
753-16326 a.m.
-2:30 p.m.

orders,
they
are
transformed once again and
become guests at the bp,
with harpsichord or string
ensemble playing the latest
200-year-old hits for their
amusement.
And as party-goers are
wont to do, guests wander in-

MASHPEE,Mass.( AP)More than four tons of marijuana worth almost $5
million in street sales were
heading from Cape Cod to
Ohio when police and Coast
Guardsmen broke up New
England's largest drug
smuggling operation of the
year,authorities say.
"They were loaded and
headed back to Ohio,"
Charles Morano, the Barnstable assistant district attorney, said on Monday after
the marijuana was seized
and police arrested 17 people. Many were discovered
leaving the area in four vans
loaded with pot.
Fourteen people were arraigned Monday in the First

District Court, Barnstable,
and three more were
scheduled for arraignment
today.
All were being held in the
Barnstable House of Correction and were charged with
possession of marijuana
with intent to distribute, conspiracy to possess with intent to distribute, and trafficking with marijuana, said
Morano.
Morano
said
Massachusetts officials had
asked Ohio officials to provide information on the eight
Ohio residents arrested.
A total of 10 vehicles, three
boats and 9,080 pounds of
marijuana arranged in 137
bales were seized in a series

By JOE EDWARDS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
-Barbara Mandrell and her
sisters, who won or shared a
host of awards, turned the
15th Music City News Cover
Awards into a family bonanza.
The irrepressible Miss
Mandrell was voted female
vocalist of the year for the
second time in the past three
years Monday night and also
was chosen top musician.
Her NBC television show,
"Barbara Mandrel] and the
Mandrell Sisters," was
voted country music TVshow of the year, and she
and her captivating sisters,
Louise and Irlene, were
chosen as the top comedy
act.
The winners, picked by
readers of the Music City
News, a Nashville-based

music publication, were announced at the Grand Ole
Opry House during a syndicated television special.
"I'm numb. I'm just
numb," Barbara Mandrell
told a reporter moments
after the show. "I especially
wanted to win top television
show. It showed what the
fans thought of the show."
Louise Mandrell won or
shared three awards, earning most promising female
vocalist along with sharing
honors for No. 1 comedy act
and top television show.
"I'd first like to say that
Barbara is a great opening
act," she quipped during her
acceptance speech.
George Jones, a country
music legend who has battled back from alcoholism,
was voted male vocalist of
the year and his throbbing

Ohio State Students
Aided By Computers
With Medical Studies
What would you do if your
computer had narcolepsy?
Probably run to a dictionary. But medical
students at Ohio State
University are not only supposed to know the condition,
which is characterized by
sudden attacks of sleep, but
also diagnose it in a computer that is posing as a patient.
The "patient" is actually a
program devised by the Ohio
State division of computing
services. The medical student converses with the patient in plain English by typing at a terminal. He can ask
questions, request lab tests,
even do a simple physical.
At the end of each session,
he's ranked on the accuracy
of his diagnosis and the appropriateness of the treatment he recommends.
The program has been so
successful that Ohio State's
computer-simulated patients are available by
remote phone hookup at 35

Pro-Co Co. office in Murray.

iceet,
c,fels

"A full soles-service promotion agency with a full
line of excellent gift items, unique products for fundraising and promotional-type projects for industry,
business and education."
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Alekets

141/h,
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Merchandising Problems? We have a wide variety to
meet your specific needs...everything from balloons
to blimps - from keys to cars.
itc\les
Gene Landolt and Rebecca Ann Dublin invite You to
call for an appointment to discuss your advertising
and/or "fund raising" needs.

Avkle54‘s
*co(3`P

medical campuses nationwide. They march into the
doctor's office with a variety
of ills including narcolepsy,
congestive heart failure,
hepatitis, high blood
pressure and ectopic
pregnancy.
"Most patients have two or
three conditions and the student has to get them all. For
example, one case is a guy
with torn ligaments but he's
also got diabetes," says
Ronald Corner, head of
medical computer services.

Archers, Families
Attend Recent
Carporee Tourney
One hundred and thirtyone registered archers and
their families attended the
recent Carporee Tournament, cosponsored by the
United Boyhunters of Kentucky and TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBL).
The tournament was held
for the first time at Hillman
Ferry Campground instead
of Camp Energy where it has
been held in previous years.
Jerry Conley, recreation
area manager, called the
towiament a success.
The purpose of the tournament was to show better
ways to use rough fish. Conley said most of the fish
taken were used by the archers participating in the
tournament.Some of the fish
were used to feed an eaglet
being hatched at LBL. A few
were smoked to demonstrate
appetizing way,s to prepare
the nongame fish as food.

••cap
)
,

‘P•

i•OS

of raids begun after a resident tipped authorities to an
early-morning drop-off by a
power boat in Waquoit Bay.
Mashpee Police Chief Curtis W. Frye said the raid
resulted from an investigation that began last March.
"We had people watching
for us, and when the boat
(cabin cruiser) came in we
got a call and went into action," he said.
The initial .raid netted 36
70-pound bales of marijuana,
worth an estimated $1.8
million, in four vans and
pickup trucks leaving the
''drop-off point," said Barnstable District Attorney
Philip Rollins.
Later in the day, the Coast

Sisters Turn Awards
Into Family Bonanza

the location of

•

nor's twine, including evening sessions simulating an
18th-century soiree, hosted
by an actor portraying the
governor and offering
refreshments, drama, music
and dancing.
But this is only half the
story. The other is the house

Used, returned in every
detail to the way it appeared
and was lived in by the
Baron de Botetourt.
Each item in the palace is
identical with something
there in the closing days of
colonial rule.
The house which served

seven royal governors and
two elected governors of the
revolutionary
Commonwealth of Virginia was
reconsiructed on its original
foundations in the 1930s and
furnished with the finest antiques available.
But many of the fur-

Seized Pot Was Headed Toward Ohio

ANNOUNCING...

peoCAS

to the pungent gardens,
among the most magnificent
in the world, then or now. If
the guests should peek into
the kitchen they might see a
real cook preparing a real,
mouth-watering oyster pie.
There are variations on
this basic visit to the gover-

Phone: 753-4707 or 753-7453
(Day or night service)

We specialize in rush orders, quick delivery and.special requests - chatnge us:

cos

SEASONING
Try oregano, marjoram or
thyme to season raw and cooked vegetables.

song, "He Stopped Loving
Her Today," was picked
single record of the year.
Ex-wife Tammy Wynette
accepted the awards for
•him, saying "it's been a
great year for him."
The Statler Brothers were
double winners, earning top
group for the 10th straight
year and No. 1 album for
"Tenth Anniversary."
"We sign autographs
every night until everyone
leaves the building," Arid
Don Reid of the veteran
quartet. "This is to show you
what we think of you. If this
is what you think of us, we
appreciate it.-

nishings were not proper,
either of the wrong period or
opt of place in a palace.
However, more than 15
million people had viewed
the palace and its fine furnishings. Williamsburg, and
the palace in particular, had
become a standard of excellence for museums
everywhere.
"I authorized the
dismantling of some of the
most beautiful rooms in
America," said Carlisle H.
Humelsine, chairman of the
Colonial Williamsburg I, validation. "This was a difficalt
decision and one that saddened me," but, he added,
"from the beginning Colonial Williamsburg has been
conunitted to authenticity.'
The rebirth of the palace
adds to a bicentennial
celebration for the historic
building as well as for the
country. In 1781, at the close
of the American Revolution,
it was standing empty
following removal of the
state government to Richmond.
During the battle of
Yorktown, 200 years ago this
6ll, the deserted palace was
used as a military hospital.
In December it mysteriously
burned, its walls tumbling
into the cellar where they lay
for a century and a half
before the restoration began. Archeologists digging in
the garden uncovered the
bones .of 156 men and two
women, the first unknown
soldiers of the new nation
made free by their last battle.

The first 14 arrested were
Guard seized a 22-foot motor
vessel adrift in the harbor. identified as:
John A. Aratu, 28, Ronald
No one was aboard, but officers found 61 bales of mari- R. Sailer, 30, Charles M.
Mays, 28, David Lee
juana.
Morano said a "ballpark Schleger, 29, David Wayne
figure" for the street value Cross, 17, all from Cincinof the 9,080 pounds of mari- nati.
Also, Robert F. Eastman,
juana seized was $5 million.
Earlier, officials had 22, East Falmouth, Mass.;
estimated the seizure at only John E. Zoffle, 28, Halifax,
Mass.; John L. Yingling, 32,
7,800 pounds, he said.
Rollins said after Provincetown, Mass.; Kevin
authorities received the E. O'Hearn, 27, Covington,
report of the Waquoit Bay Ky., and Thomas D.
sighting, the Coast Guard Thielmeyer,
31 ,
Sealed off the harbor while Williamstown, Ky.
Also, James L. Lyons, 30,
police stopped the vans and
pickup trucks. A 26-foot Norwood, Mass.; Larry A.
cabin cruiser was stopped _ Lewis, 29, Columbus, Ohio;
while leaving the bay.
Karen L. Bartusik, 26,
Authorities then launched Milford, Ohio, and George
a search for a "mother ship" Bartusik,27, Milford, Ohio.
suspected of providing the
Morano identified those
cabin cruiser with the mari- arrested aboard the alleged
mother ship as:
juana.
Terry Cunningham, 35,
A Coast Guard helicopter
spotted a 46-foot sailing Cincinnati; Peter Merritt,
vessel, and the cutter Point Palm Beach, Fla., no age
Turner intercepted the ship, available, and Wayne Karidentified as the Cal-Lado- pan,Essex,Britain, no age.
Morano said the seizure •
De-Ultimo, said Guard
was the largest this year in
spokesman Joe Lombardo.
The ship was seized about New England.
five miles off Falmouth,
halfway between Martha's
Vineyard and
Nashon
JANE H. ROGERS
Island, Mashpee police of7534627
ficer Eugene Higgins said.
201 S. Sixth Street
Three people aboard the
P.O. Box 1012
second ship were arrested
(
Murray, Kentucky 42071
and were taken to the Coast
Guard base in Woods Hole.
Authorities did not know
what happened to the crew of
the third ship but speculated
they jumped overboard.
Murano noted that one arLike a good neighbor.
rested person was found
State Farm is there.
swimming.

.. • •

"I can help you get the most from

your life insurance dollar:'
Sigie
Home Of
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Manufacturer's Sale
We're Back Again!

Wholesale Women's Fashions

Up To 70% Off!
2 DAYS ONLY
June 12 and 13th
Fri.: 9 a.m.-7 p.m. and
Sat.: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

AT THE HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM
DOOR BUSTER
SWIMSUITS
$799

LINEN
BLAZERS
Reg '58'

Daffy Brand

Reg.
Ship N' Shore Brand
Short Sleeve Blouses

24

Levi Jeans for Gals
California-Super Straight S28
Garland Brand
Knit Tops

'16

SALE

Door Buster
Fancy
Lace
$10
"
blouses

$1 899
$799

Fashion Walking
Shorts

Donn Kenny Brand
Ship N Shore Blouses

Reg.

22
824

Gloria Vanderbilt
Jeans
$
1 099
s 38

44

SALE

$6
"
$10
"
"
$26

THIS IS OUR LAST SALE FOR THE SUMMER
Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray, Ky.
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Rail Retirement
Representative
To Be In Area

At The Movies -A

(Reviews Of Current Movie's At Murray
Th•atres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Pryor, Cheech And
Chong And Jerry Lewis

"A representative of the
U.S. Railroad Retirement
Board from Nashville, TN is
planning to meet with individuals in this area during
the month of June, 1981.
Anyone wishing to meet with
this representative should
write or call the U.S.
Railroad Retirement Board
at 108 Federal Building, 801
Broadway, Nashville, TN
37203. The telephone number
is(615) 251-5131."

Let's start with the best blems. For one,Cicely Tyson py from the 1960's, whose fifty-five-year-old man with
and work our way down,and is too much the Concerned message was drop out, turn greased hair whose sole idea
I mean down, way down,to a Social Worker to be very fun- on, tune in, turn about, or of humor is making faces
place where comedy is ny. She's not pompous something like that? )
and knocking over boxes,
Cheech and Chong is still cans, jars, and stacks of
wiped out, obliterated and enough to be the butt of
smothered by silly faces, Pryor's humor,and she's too basically for kids who are paper?
pratfalls, and mushy sen- uptight goody-goody to be eager to utter hip laughs at
And that's not the worst
the mention of marijuana or part. The worst part is
much fun.
timentality.
Even worse, however, are who titter when someone Lewis's fatal impulse toward
Bustin' Loose is the funniest of the lot, due mainly to the eight orphans, 41 urinates in a whirlpool tub.
sticky sentimentality. Every
Try to imagine the unfun- fifteen minutes or so he feels
Pryor's familiar hip comic "special ed." kids, so racialpersona, built on exag- ly balanced that they were niest comic you can. What the need to get all serious
gerated black gestures and apparently cast by the Office have you got? Henny and quivery-lipped. He even
dialect and an anarchic, im- of Equal Opportunity. I sup- Youngman with an hour's has the nerve to cry when in
pose a wise-cracking worth of one-liners? Knotts clown makeup. I don't care if
moral view of the world.
In Bustin' Loose Pryor is Chicano, an oriental pro- and Conway in a sequel of the French critics who write
forced by his probation of- stitute, a white pyromaniac, The Private Eyes? A for Cahiers du Cinema du
DONATION — The Welcome Wagon Club recently donated $175 to the
ficer into driving Cicely and a black anti-social street political monologue by Jane think that Lewis 1,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. The donation boosted the squad's total inTyson and eight orphans kid could somehow be made Fonda? I'm sorry but you magnifique. The years hay t
dividual and group contributions to $51,341.37 since Jan. 8, according to Capt. from their closed-down funny. But these are not win- haven't even come close to passed him by. I was
Robert trenholm, treasurer. At the presentation were (from left) Susan McKnelly, school (a poverty program ning kids. As a matter of Jerry Lewis in Hardly Work- depressed when I walked out
fact, they're rather obnox- ing. This movie is about as of the theater.
Airman Gary D. Allen, club president; Sallyanne Sawyer, chairman of the fund-raising campaign; cutback) to Tyson's parents'
funny as a dead cat on a
ious.
farm
Washington.
in
There
Hardly Working is a very
Trenholm: and Madge Woodard.fund-raising committeeDerson.
brother of Perry E. and Lisa
Pryor, who begins the trip highway.
are
good
some
comic
innocent
PG. Nice Dreams is
L. Allen of Murray, has been
Jerry Lewis films have an R due to sexual sugmoments in the film, hating the kids, unfortunateassigned to Lowry Air Force
especially Pryor's confron- ly ends up hugging the always appealed to un- gestiveness, upper female
Base, Colo., after comwith the Klu Klux pyomaniac, putting the pro- sophisticated audiences, but nudity, a flash of lower
tation
pleting Air Force basic
Klan,
which leaves the stitute on the right track, Hardly Working is a new female and male nudity: and
training.
white-robed
Klaners scrab- and winning over the blind low Nobody in the audience rough language. Bustin'
During the six weeks at
bling
the
mud, and his kid. A comic like Pryor can't I was in — I mean nobody — Loose' is so tame that I cion:t
in
Lackland Air Force Base,
cozening
some
of
pyramid go around liking kids and was laughing. For good understand its R rating.
Texas, the airman studied
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. ecutive, Grady E. Gant, that cabin is comparable to a
turning sentimental without reason. Would you laugh at a Seems like a PG tome.
the Air Force mission, (AP) — The Tennessee TVA does not necessarily modern $100,000 draw-twist scheme hustlers.
partly damaging his comic
But
there
also
are
prounit."
organization and customs Valley Authority's 1980 an- agree with those opinions.
persona. But he is so good a
Freeman
responded,"One
"We could make it our
and received special train- nual report unfairly criticizcomic and an actor that he
ing in human relations.
ed the textile industry by in- first priority in TVA publica- of TVA's basic goals as a
survives.
In addition, airmen who cluding comments from tions to avoid including regional development agenCheech and Chong's last
cy
has
been
to
help
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCEDI
completed basic training union activist Crystal Lee anything that might offend
bring inmovie (called Cheech and
earn credits toward an Sutton, a textile executive anyone. Some government come levels in this region
Chong's Next Movie) was
associate degree in applied says.
publications do just that, but closer to parity with national
unfunniest movie I had
the
science through the ComBut TVA Chairman S. I suspect they are mostly levels. A basic obstacle to
ever seen. Their latest
III I I
munity College of the Air David Freeman said the unread," Freeman said in that goal has been the
movie, Nice Dreams, is not
BUFFALO,
N.Y.
(AP)
—
South's
historic
pattern of
Force.
federal agency offered Ms. response to a letter from
4 low levels of education and Doctors may have to operate nearly as bad. Either that or
The airman will now Sutton's comments in an ef- Gant.
I'm mellowing. I especially
receive specialized in- fort to present varied opiGant,a public relations ex- training in the work force, again on Ann Odre, the Bufliked Cheech's protest song,
ecutive with Dixie Yarns leading in turn to a relatively falo resident who was shot in
struction in the avionics nions in the report.
"Hey funky muuuuther,
St.
Peter's
Square
at
the
systems field.
Freeman told the ex- Inc., of Chattanooga, was large share of manufactursave those whales." And
'ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED!
upset with TVA's picture and ing jobs in industries requir- same time as Pope John
there's some funny business
Paul
II,
her
attending
physiBit AIR SHOPPIM, CENITIR—MURRA)
article quoting Ms. Sutton, ing less skill and paying
with a naked Cheech strand
whose efforts to unionize lower wages than the na- cian says.
Dr. Joseph Kunz said Mon- ed atop one of those glass- ************
North Carolina textile tional average for industry
*****************
day
at Buffalo General sided elevators that move up
workers was depicted in the generally.
buildings.
the
of
sides
For all your Travel Reservations Call
"That's not an indictment Hospital the 58-year-old
1978 movie "Norma Rae."
But the whole thing is a bit
Gant said his letter was his of any one industry; it is widow has an infection,
too unsavory for my taste.
own viewpoint, not those of simply an economic im- caused by a bullet wound, in
Most of the jokes revolve
the
upper
left
part
of
the
abbalance
the
region must conhis company or the textile inaround
selling and taking
domen.
Doctors
will
decide
One of the great mysteries known as amino acids, dustry.
tinue to face and solve," he
dope, including marijuana,
within
a
week
whether
furof life is that all the proteins despite the fact that dozens
TVA's article quoted Ms. wrote.
cocaine, quaaludes, and
in living things are made of of different amino acids ex- Sutton as saying she
Gant said Freeman's ther surgery is required,
various hallucinatory pills.
Kunz
said.
combinations of just 20 of the ist.
originally wanted to be a response "didn't shed any
Mrs. Odre, now in fair and (In a cameo role, Timothy
chemical building blocks
The reason for the selec- beautician, but lacked the tparticular light."
rPorestirting
a.
tion of these 20 is unknown money for training and inTVA generates electricity stable condition, underwent Leary plays a doctor who
American
and International Traveltime
and may remain forever stead followed her parents for Tennessee and parts of two operations in Rome and dispenses drugs to Cheech
and Chong. Remember
mired in life's early origins. into the textile mills.
See your copier
Kentucky, Virginia, North returned to Buffalo last
****************************
Leary,that burnt-out old hipYet the problem fascinates
"I know what it's like to Carolina, Georgia, Alabama week.
serviceman
scientists since proteins are push my body as hard as and Mississippi.
often?
so important, making up the possible eight hours a day,
muscles, hair, blood, en- and still not have any job
zymes and hormones.
security," Ms. Sutton said.
Now German biochemists "Children with an education
134:
/103.7
are rewriting the textbooks are not going to be stuck in
The Birthplace of Broadcasting
rhe Country Station
with the discovery of a 21st textiles. I stressed to my
The FM Station 40
1892
4"
amino acid widespread in older son the importance of
4"
life.
HOLLYWOOD (AP) —
getting an education. After a
40
The scientists happened on few years of finding it out the Henry Fonda will "continue
40
the maverick while analyz- hard way, he has moved his recuperation for awhile
40
Maybe it's time to see the nen —
ing substances called away and begun a career for anyway" after being releas40
ond very reliable — A8 Dick 990
40
"ribonucleoproteins," a himself."
ed from a hospital where he
ploin paper copier.
40
class of proteins thought to
The 990 hos all of the "most visited
Gant wrote to Freeman, underwent diagnostic heart
features of machines costing SO%
help control the synthesis of "Your staged photo of Sutton surgery, the actor's
4"
more — including the versatility to
all other proteins.
in the schoolroom is simply publicist, Ray Strickland,
40
make I I",l 7- copies, copy both
NO DISCOUNT
U,
The newcomer is amino outrageous. Did it ever occur says.
sides. cmd use most any kind of
EACH ITEM FREE
pope including overhead ironcitric acid, according to the to you to find out how many
Fonda
discharged
was
TICKETS
spcvennes and kibets
4"
British magazine New Scien- millions of dollars in scholar- from Cedars-Sinai Medical
NO GIMMICKS
ALL FREE
Coll Us Today
tist. Although not previously ships and grants that in- Center in satisfactory condi4A
NO COUPONS
known in living things, dustry — including textiles tion, a hospital spokesman
GOOD VALUES
4,,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
amino citric acid has now — has spent on education in said Monday.
been found by scientists at the valley?"
Fonda, who had a heart
the University of Frankfurt
Gant wrote, " "Norma pacemaker implanted in
116 NORTH 7TH
in creatures as diverse as Rae" is about as typical of 1974, was admitted May 4
MAYFIELD
bacteria, calves and our textile industry as a spin- and celebrated his 76th birth247-5912
4"
humans.
ning wheel in a mountain day in the hospital May 15.
4"

Airman Allen
Assigned To
Air Force Base

Executive Says TVA Report
Unfair To Textile Industry

i/

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
I OFF

Woman Shot With
Pope May Need
Another Operation

Amino Acids Building
Blocks For Proteins

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

$$

Henry Fonda
To Continue
Recuperation

WNBS

WAAW

CR-EC

bOOK ®

/

INFLATION FIGHTER

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL
You can monogram all your men's

shirts with
14K Gold Initials

Order Early

Itegoolor 50"

Gent's 7 Diamond
/
1
4 Ct. tw Cluster

Gent's 3 Diamond
Wedding Band

OVER '300

In Gifts Services - Mdse.
Includes
Over $50.00 In Dinners, Car Service,
Beautiful 11"x14" Color Portrait,
Shampoo & Set Plus: Entertainment
and Much, Much More
All For $2995
*THIS IS NOT A DISCOUNT BOOK
*EACH ITEM IS ABSOLUTELY FREE
I ATING MER

porksr 711111"

Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods Radio Shack
Pizza Hut
Ezell Beauty School
Don Quixote's Mexican Restaurant
Corvette Lanes
Wendy's
Otasco No. 118
Goodyear Service Store
Capri Studio
Michelson Jewelers
Follow Through Deli
Wizzards Cave
Thurman School of Dance Murray Karate Center
The Smoke Shoppe

De Vanti's Steak 8 Pizza House

1 4 Kt. Bracelet
For Gents
8 inches long

Ropier 1.111"

CALL 753-4091 TODAY
FOR FREE DELIVERY
Manufacturing Jeweler
428 Broodway

Mad,Ky.

First T.Offered In Murray Area
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Four-Year-Old Has Fiddling
Head Start In Music Industry

Dealt)

month or so at his home,
By BOB BANTA
Austin American-Statesman where they break out the inLLANO, Texas (AP)- A struments and play for fun.
Jason's father, Jesse
medal,a plaque and $30
gold
y Abigail Van Buren
is not a bad start in the James, who raises turkeys
music business, especially and hogs on g ranch norwhen you're 4 years old and theast of Llano, said Jason
have to have someone hold had begun showing an inDEAR ABBY' I teach fourth grade at Theiss Elementary the microphone at ground terest in music during the
School in Houston. My students are 9-10 years old, and they level while you fiddle.
family get-togethers.
all read "Dear Abby" in the Houston Post. We discussed the
-When Jason ws 2, he
been
has
James
Jason
lettellfrom the 18-year-old boy who was so self-conscious
about being bowlegged, he was afraid to ask a girl for a date. sawing catgut since he was 3 would pick up a fiddle and
He signed himself BOWLEGGED AND MISERABLE. and already has made ap- start playing around with it
I told the students to pretend that they were "Dear Abby," pearances at the recent every time we finished," he
and I gave them five minutes to answer that boy's cry for Llano Old Time Fiddlers said. "And he had a harhelp.
monica that he nearly wore
Contest and other events.
I'm so proud of these children. I am sending you their The $30, which is safely out from blowing on it, so we
letters to share with your readers if you think they are worth tucked away in his piggy decided he needed lessons."
printing in your column.
Lessons meant a 200-mile
JUDY (MRS. J.F.) FRANKLIN bank, was for the fifth, place
he won in the Llano fiddlers' round trip to Austin every
DEAR JUDY: I do, and here are a few:
battle in the age 0-17 divi- week with his mother.
What makes Jason unique
"DEAR BOWLEGGED AND MISEALE: Don't let it sion.
among
other minifiddlers is
buy
to
going
"I'm
bother you. It's all right to be diffrent. Everybody is
different in some way. I'm different because I wear contact something with it," said that h is completely
I enses."
Jason, who, after a little uninhibited about performJODI SIMME coaxing, revealed that it will ing in front of people.
be used to purchase equip- "I don't get scared," he
"I have a suggestion for you. Lay on your bed and put ment "to build a go-cart that said.
your legs together, then tie them together with wide bands
He picked up his 12-inch
if material for about 10 hours. Make sure you have my daddy's going to make
violin, scaled to his size,
for me."
something good to read or watch TV."
ALTONETTE PERRY Jason inherited his love for tucked it under his chin and
the fiddle from his grand- ran down his repertoire.
do 'Twinkle, Twinkle'
"I know a very good bone specialist named Dr. Fitzgerald. father, Tilmon Harlow, who
He can fix just about any bone problem. Try him."
has been playing since 1935. fast," he announced, warmd IM REILLEY He gathers the family every - ing up with a solemn rendi-

Elementary Solutions

"Don't be afraid to ask a girl for a date. It's the way you
think and feel that counts. I don't know of any specialist you
an go to, but keep trying if it means that much to you."
JENNY JONES

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

"Don't worry about it. The most world famous rodeo ACROSS
2 Three.
people have bowlegs and so do some rock stars, so look 1 Harper Valley Prefix
3 Performer
around and you will see that the real world is full of gp
4 Conductor's
4 Trades
bowlegs."
5 Near
HAL MILTON 9 suck
Chart
6 Little one
.

Answer to Monday's Puzzle
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CU 00U DUO 120
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12 Circle part

7 Burden
8 Connection
Angry.
9
10 Yesterday
15 Hindu guitar 11 Footlike part
17 Formal dance 16 Imitated
2
10
8 Hero
lacrepoem
19 c
suhits ses

I had a problem with my legs once and what you do 18 tie 13 Make
amends
• )ur legs together and stand on a slanted board. It stretches
14 Mature
.. ur intendents."
BRYAN FITZGERALD

"Don't feel down in the slumps. Don't care if people laugh
at you. Just prove you are just as good as everybody else." 21 Have a meal
LISA TALKEN 22 Thoroughfares

-

I know just how you feel. When I was young, my joints 25 Locations
position

were not together in my legs and I had to wear braces. 30 Attrwis
Maybe Dr. Stuart can help you. Your legs don't have to be 32 ice cream
treat
perfect. Mine aren't."
ANGELA MULLER 33 Likely
35 Halls
37 Cooking

"At my point of view, you being bowlegged is quite vessel
unique! Keep asking different girls. One will say yes, then 38 Be ahead
40 Transgressed
you will know you are in good shape regardless."
KATHY SMITH 42 NFL score
43 Mistake

"Some people have only one leg and they manage to live a 475 G
Mo
alrfsmound
normal life and you can do it, too."
49 Count the
MONICA HANDY seconds

"If a girl doesn't want to go out with you because of your 50 t
o jeills'for
legs, forget her. You can't judge a book by its cover."
54 Molars
STEVEN SIMPSON 57 Macaw
58 Thick

"Yours is a very common problem. Boys all over the world 60 Capuchin
areare bowlegged and they don't worry about it so why should 61 Smee
on37
your."'

Across
ROBBY FULLER 62 Breaks
Suddenly
"You are no different from anybody else. If you were not 63 Shade tree
what you are, you wouldn't be you, so don't feel miserable." DOWN
JOAN POKLUDA 1 Dance step

22 Trite
23 Gibber
24 Saber
26 Covet
27 Growing out
of
28 Dispatches
31 Flat fish
34 Gob
36 Arabs, for
one
39 Lavish fond1

2

3

12

NU

iii

la
hug

ness on
41 Fonteyn's
title
44 Peruses
46 Sully birds
48 Paradise
50 Fall guy
51 In favor of
4

5

6

7

52 Fink
53 Nahoor
sheep
55 Hindu
Cymbals
56 Pronoun
59 Romance
lang.
8

UUUUU
17
Iiii
fil

•

10 11

14

UN

20 iNN
mita
24

•

25

Energy Group
Camp Open On
Limited Basis
Camp Energy Group
Camp in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBL)is
now open on a limited basis
to campers. Camping fees
will be 5 dollars a night per
site, and reservations for the
camp must be made with
the recreation section in the
administrative building at

ki
Wil WA 37
III iii id
61 41 NU
Golden Pond.
42
kil
Id
413
Keys may be picked up at
the administrative building
Bil
iii liii 49
111
during office hours, at the
61 hi
central patrol gate during
W•
U• 61
6161 the week after hours, or at
57
UUU
IliU.
the Visitors Center on the
ka
WI
hid
weekend. There will be no
program assistance to
groups this year.
Also, there will be no program equipment available.
The camp will remain open
through September 30.

AND DON'T FORGET
TO FILL YOUR CANTEEN
WITH WATER...

MAKE SURE You HAVE
ALL SOUR EaUIPMENT

ton of that old song about a
star. Then he moved into one
of his favorites, "Go Tell
Aunt Fthody," a snappy little
country piece that sets his
foot to tapping on the breezy
front porch of the family's
two-story home.
After the last, drawn-out
note of Aunt Fthody's song
had faded into the hum of insects in the adjoining fields,
Jason put down his fiddle to
explain that:
• The gold medal he won for
his performnance at a
festival in nearby Evant
"got dirty because I wore it
while I was riding on my
brother's motorcycle."
▪ His favorite pastime is
"riding the tractor and helping feed the hogs" - facts
which are somewhat
unrelated but need telling.
"Jason, how about playing
the first part of 'Little Liza
Jane?" his father suggested.
But Jason shook his head.
He was still working on the
first part of "Little Liza
Jane" and is not ready to go
public with that venerable
folk song.
"I'll play 'Mississippi Hot
Dog'," he said. As he fiddled,
he listened intently to each
note and watched his fingers
as they pressed the strings at
just the right spot.
"None of us claim to be
real good musicians," his
mother said. "We just do it
for the fun, like people did
years ago when the farm
work was done and they got
together to relax. It's
something we can do as a
-family."
She nodded toward Jason,
"It's a tradition we'd like to
keep going."

TlIA Employees
Encouraged To
Donate Blood
OK AY--AFTER
NANCY--- I
TOLD YOU 2 I TAKE
TO DO THE
A NAP
LAWN

WHY

AFTER
YOUR NAP?

BECAUSE PEOPLE WON T RING.
THE BELL-THEY'LL THINK WE'RE
AWAY___
,
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SGT. SNORKEL
WILL SEE YOU
AS SOON AS
FINISWES
NIS DAILY
DOZEN

PLISI-IUP51-

sTARTINC..,TONIGHT I'M
TAKiNG A LONG WALK
AFTER DINNER

I TI-IOUGHT YOU WERE
GOING TO TAt
...
!!)A LONG
WALK?

6-9

GET OVER THERE„
PUT )CiUR HAND'S
ON '4OuR HEADS!

EVERY-1
THINS'S
ALL RI01-4T
NOW,KIT. GO
TO YOUR
MOTHER.

DIA NA,TAKE THE
CHILDREN AND THE
NURSES INTO THE
BEDRop3ptyt. THEY'VE
see.'"
ENOUGH
VIOLENCE.
THERE'LL

BE MORE.

4

,i%.',4.Y'1111fi.co

Employees of TVA's Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
are encouraged to participate in activities which
help the community, as well
as their own well-being. One
such activity is the donation
of blood. In 1980 over 45 pints
of blood were donated to the
Trigg County Red Cross,and
another 12 pints were
donated to the MurrayCalloway County Bloodbank.
Noble Mitchell, John Charron, and Larry Doyle have
each donated almost three
gallons of their blood over a
period of several years to
help others. In addition,
Rebecca Morris and Robert
Redd have each contributed
two gallons of blood. In all,
more than 15 LBL employees
have contributed at least a
gallon of their blood to help
others.

Activities Offered
At Campgrounds
In TVA's LBL
A full range of activities is
now being offered at Piney
and Hillman Ferry family
campgrounds in TVA's Land
Between The Lakes(LBW.
Daytime activities include
instruction in arts and
crafts, water safety, and outdoor skills, such as cooking,
fishing, and nature programs. Nighttime programs
include skits, movies, slide
shows, Square dances, and

disco dances.
Programs are conducted
by trained LBL personnel
and summer interns
specializing in recreations.
Programs at the campgrounds will continue seven
days a week through Labor
Day.

CLASSIFIED ADS!
2. Notice

2. Notice

I would like to
express my sincere thanks and
appreciation to
all who voted
for me in the
county magistrate elections.
Thank You
Woodrow
Rickman
16'

Starcraft

Runabout with 85

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
boos
His/Hers
Matching Sets
AN sizes
Only piece
I Merril
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
OM* Mu.
Open 9 cm.to, p.m.
753-7113

h.p. motor on tilt
Dilly trailer. Boat
has

canvas

bow

top,

stern

&

covers with clear
side curtains. Call
753-0588

after

6:00 p.m.

Bible Fact4! Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.
SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
41 Cal Magnum,
Model 57 Smith &
Wesson,
gold
inlaid $395.00 with
presentation box
Gold & Silver
Pawn Shop

Olympic Shopping Ctr.
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753-7113
We have negatives from
the Love Studio
I

Carter Studio
300 Main

1538298

WANT Al)
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for.
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks

4. In Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment

21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob. Home Rents
21. Heating-Cooling

30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38 Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
U.Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto. Services

49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
5.5. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57, Wanted
Permanent
Position
Wonted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30

p.m.
FOR SALE
'77 WIC Track
$3,000. Excellent
modifiers. Coll 7537344.

Moving soie still going
old Shoes at cost nod
below! Bey now for
whiter.
HARDIN
DISCOUNT
SHOES
Hardin, Ky.

Wont to boy one We
up troller. Call
733-8907.

to set

LOST
IN
PALESTINE
CHURCH ARIA

Fernole Walker Coon Hound
on May 22. Answers to
name of Kate. Reword offered. Cal 437-4462 et
437-4850

Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
753-9131, 753-2981, or
come by 641 Shell Station.

10. Business
Opportunity
NEW OPPORTUNITY. Due to

growing market and demand, California based
company is seeking a local
individual who is interested
in the possibility of making
(6) six figures plus per year.
Investment secured by
inventory, equipment, and
a strong television campaign. Let us show you one of
our newest operations. We
realize there is but little
information in this ad, but
what we have to offer
cannot be explained in a
few simple words. If you
are serious about owning
your own business and can

•

•

invest $5000 call 1-205666.-5547.(NO SELLING).

12. Insurance
WANTED
5 HOMES

MFA INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT

5 homeowners in the
general area will be given
the opportunity to have new
Coronado Stone applied to
their home, with optional
decorative work (siding,
trim, shutters, replacement
windows, storm windows
and doors) at a very low
cost.
This amazing new stone
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting and
other maintenance costs. It
provides insulation summer.
and winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new product
can be used on every type of
home, including frame,
aluminum, vinyl and steel
sided homes. Also concrete
block, asbestce, stucco, etc.
You have a choice of 11 different earth tones. It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area. Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we will
make it worth your while if
we can use your home for
advertising. 100% bank
financing available with no
down payment. For an appointment with our professional exterior designer,
mail within 5 days name and
address to:

Coronado
Stone
Box NU
Evansville, Ind.
47714
Name.
Address.
City:
State.
PhonePlease give directions Mar
.
ning, Noon or Evening
NO OBLIGATION

5. Lost & Found
Lost: A female Schnauzer,
North Lynn Grove. Needs Rx
daily. Call 435-4166.
Lost: Male Bassett Hound,
named Floss. Call Rebecca
Dublin, 753-7453.

6. Help Wanted
HELP WANTED
Appliance installetioe
delvers ems. Mast be
/
2 days.
Able to work 51
week. Cal 753-1581 from
8 end 5 p.m.

ENVELOPE ADDRESSERS
NEEDED!! For information
mail self-addressed stamped envelope to: Box 131
Durand, MI 48429.

If you're looking for a
career and not just a job,
we offer above average
income, job security, and
rapid advancement. Phone
753-6050.
Need babysitter for two
year old, 1 to 2 days a
week, hours from 2:30 PM
to 12:30 PM. Call
753-9785.

SALES INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTS?

Would you like a position
with o 530,000 first year

Toddler's Day Care has
openings for infants and
other ages. Call 753-4481.

9. Situation Wanted

potential? You will earn
high commission versus
draw with all benefits, o
chance for future growth,
and on opportunity for advancement
into
monagement. If you hove o
good selling background,
call Notional Chemseorch,
Bert Rosenthal, VicePresident at 1-800-325.
8896 frivoi Opportufey Employer MI
Need responsible, adult
with references to babysit
in my home, MondayFriday, 7:45 til 4:45. Call
753-0087.
1. Storage Bldp.
Custom Built portable
buildings. Call 753-0984.

9. Situation Wanted
I will do babysitting. Call
753-9367
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751,

114 So.4111 St.
Murray,Ks,.. 42071
BIM 0102)763-01132
Raw 002171134375
LWE,HEALTH,HOME
CAR

13. For Sale
Or Trade
For sale or trade: New two
bedroom house near Kentucky Lake. Call 1-901-6422911.

14. Want To Buy
A two seated go-cart. Call
753-9966.

.

15. Articles For Sale
12 Square yard carpet pad,
$20; women's rink skates,
/
2 with
leather uppers, 71
metal case, $30; Pioneer
SA500A stereo amplifier,
good condition, make offer.
759-1304.
8" Darra James table saw,
$125. May be seen at

Murray Bait, Highway 94
East.
For sale: Case 700 Combine, good condition,
$2000; Gas heater, Ceiling
-type ideal for shop;
air-compressor, 5 hp. 4742755.
For sale: June apples
and plums. 753- 4725,
Floyd McKenzie.
Tobacco sticks in stock or
custom ctn. 16t each. J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street, Mayfield, 247-5346.
Zenith 3 hour video
cassette recorder-Betatape
System, model no. JR
9000W with Sony digital
timer, DT-30, 24 hour
programming, auto recording. $450. Bell & Howell
super 8 Soundstar camera,
model 1225 with sound,
$125. Bell & Howell
Filmsonic 600, super‘ 8
movie projector with sound,
$200. Call Chuck Foster,
753-1893.

16. Home
Furnishings
17 Cubic ft. upright Sears
freezer, frost free with ice
maker. Call 436-2289 after
5 pm.
A couch and chair, 1 year
old, $125. 759-1155 after 5
Pm.
Fireplace, Kodiak insert,
only used 1 year;
bookshelves, wall unit;
harvest gold refrigerator.
753-4184. After 5 pm.
Green plaid couch, excellent condition. $75. Call
753-1260.
Portable washer and dryer:
bicycle. Call 753-8987.
Used furniture and appliances. Refrigerators, ranges,
washer and dryer, wringer
type washer, oak bedroom
suite, living room suite,

sofa bed, dinettes, round
and drop leaf wood tables.
chairs, chests, 3/3, 4/6
beds, coffee and end
tables, home and office
desks, odds chairs, Stools,
lamps, bookshelves, 6 leg
tables, gun cabinet, trunks,
and bicycles with child's
seat. Carraway Furniture,
105 N 3rd. 753-1502.

17. Vacuum
Cleaners
Used vacuums, all makes .
and models. $4.95 and up
Phone 753-9927

18. Sewing
Machines
Antique sewing machine,

rye collection of 15
machines, ranging from
125-80 year old. On Morns
Camp Road, (Hwy. 963) 3
miles from Highway 6IL
Phone 1-362-4348.

C.
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The Pistol People • Invest in downtown Murray. Call
a feeling of security, largest 753-4109,
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in 31. Want To Rent
Kentucky. Country Boy Three or 4 bedroom house
Store, 9 miles west of with living, dining, family,
Hopkinsville junction KY 2 baths, 2 car garage.
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday References furnished. 75312-5,(502)885-5914
0440, ask for Ron or call
collect 1-314-355-5451.
22. Musical
Want to rent house in
Large Selection Of
Almo/Hardin area. 753Used T'V.'s
0814 after 6 pm.
CLAYTON'S
32. Apts. For Rent
HOME
Apartments for rent, near
ENTERTAINMENT
downtown Murray. 753CENTER
4109
753-7575
Apartments for rent at
New and used Baldwin Embassey Apartments. Call
piano and organs, Lonardo 753-3530 or 753-4331
Piano Co., across from the after 5 pm.
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Apartment for rent, just for
summer, $150 per month,
ORGAN
completely furnished, reLESSONS
ferences required. Call
1 Beginners and Ad753-4655 before June
vanced, Immediate
12th.
Openings
Extra nice, unfurnished, 2
CLAYTON'S
bedrooms, kitchen applian753-7575
ces furnished, central heat
and air, carpet, washer,
24. Miscellaneous
dryer hookup, lease and
"Let's go fishing!" Red deposit required, reworms, Nite crawlers, fresh ferences required. No pets.
from bed to box. Free cane 759-1750.
poles. Rex's Worm Farm, For rent: Extra nice
Rt.6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb furnished apartment, half
Road), Murray, KY 42071. block from University. Call
Phone 436-5894.
753-2967.
Oak slabs for sale, $8 For rent: Nice 2 bedroom
bundle. Call Wayne Adams, apartment, Westwood area,
489-2334 or Ronnie Jame- $225 per month. 436-2802.
son, 753-5592.
Furnished one bedroom
Wait and burn green wood apartment, fully carpeted,
or order now and burn private entrance. close to
seasoned wood. Call 436- University. Call 753-7418.
2758.
Furnished apartments, near
25. Business
M.S.U. Call 753-4684.
Services Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartKirby Sales & Service. ment with shaded yard and
Complete cleaning systems. private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 753753-6050.
7559 or 753-7550.
26. TV-Radio
Nice, brick garage apart23' Black and white t.v., ment, 2 bedroom, bath
Motorolla console, in top with shower, carpeted,
condition, 5 years old. Best stove and refrigerator,
reasonable offer. Call 753- washer, dryer hookup,
8598.
central gas heat and air. No
pets. Couple preferred.
27. Mobile Homes
$175 plus deposit. 753For Sale 2835.
1.971 Kingswood, 12x65, 2 One and .3 bedroom
/
2 baths, fully furnished apartments adbedroom, 11
furnished, price $4500. joining M.S.U. Call 753Call 753-3163 or 436-2877. 3134.
28. Mobile Homes One bedroom furnished
For Rent apartment, couple
preferred, no pets, partial
One 2 bedroom trailer for utilties' paid.
Call
rent. Located on Ledbetter 753-9741.
Church Road. 1-354-6144
One bedroom efficiency
after 5.
apartment, girls preferred.
Three bedroom trailer at no pets, partial utilities
Shady Oaks, available June paid. Call 753-9741.
13th, $150 per month.
$100 deposit required. Call One bedroom furnished
1-443-7366 or 1-442-1258. apartment, one block from
campus. $145. water furTwo bedroom, all electric, nished. No pets. Couples
/
2 miles only. Call 753-1203.
mobile home, 11
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit. One bedroom apartment,
Available June 1st. Call appliances furnished,
washer and dryer hookup,
753-9829.
•
1908 Greenbrier. Call
Two bedrooms, water fur- 753-1337 or 753-1750.
nished, Highway 121 South,
$90 per month plus One room efficiency apartment, $90, corner of 16th
deposit. Phone 753-5405.
and Olive -Streets, by
29. Heating-Cooling University. Call 753-4793.
Air-conditioners, cleaned One, two, three bedroom
and repaired. We buy osed apartments for rent. Call
air-conditioners. Dill's Elec- 753-8411.
tric. Call 753-9104.
Two 2 bedroom apartments
30. Business Rental for
rent, $130 and $1,50, no
pets, deposit required. Call
FOR RENT:
753-8731.
Paint Cleanup Shop with
Two bedroom duplex in
gas
heat
in
bock
of
Dixieland Shopping Cnnter
excluded area 21
/
2 miles
Coll 753 3018
from town, partially furnished, $165 per month.
Call 753-8848 before 9 PM.
Miusi
Two partially furnished 2
bedroom apartments for
Warehouse
rent.
Also one 4. bedroom
Storage Space
apartment, partially furFor Rent
nished for. rent. Call after 6
758
pm, 759-1275.

....;•••-•7': 6"
.

TERMITES
v

Also household, lawn,indoors
and outdoors1

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Post Control

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
opkoted.

students. half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.
Rooms for rent, half block
off campus, near Faculty
Hall. 753-5292.

34. Houses For Rent
Four bedroom house in
country, fireplace, deck,
fully carpeted. $300 per
month. Deposit and references. Call 753-3271
days, after 6 pm, 753-8805.
Nice two bedroom,
east 94, 2 mks oat.
References
end
deposit reqvired. No
pets. 753-3724.
Lakefront, 2 bedroom, with
deck. $175 per month.
753-8087. 753-7980, 7531863.
Older 2 bedroom home,
married couples only,
deposit and references
required. Call 492-8594
after 6 pm.

37. Livestock Supplies
1 Saddles, Bridles, Billfolds,
Belts, Hats, if it's leather
we can fix itl I

MURRAY
LEAT1IER
COMPANY
Dinlelaasl Sleep. Cir.
Open Daily

RtE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
and started. 753-6126 or
753-8467.
Visitors
welcome.
Three goats; 2 sow pigs; 50
chickens, one month old.
Call 753-6847.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC German Shepherds,
champion Schutzhound,
trained parents.. AKC
Australian cattle dogs,
champion
father.
436.2858.
AKC male Collie puppies.
After 5 pm and weekends
call 1-554-0360.
Cocker puppies, AKC registered, black, shots and
wormed, $75. Also Cocker
stud service. (901) 2352705.
Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrill of knowing how your dog really
communicates. 436-2858.
For sale: Border Collie. All
shots, four months; good
caltle dog. $35.00. Call
753-4755.

41. Public Sale
PARKING
LOT SALE
Murray Civiton Club,
Saturday June 13,
6:00 a.m. to Noon Memorial
Baptist
Church Parking Lot
10th and Walnut
Streets
Bedroom suite, extra
dressers, metal ice box,
tredle sewing machine,
churns, crocks, jugs, glass
water sets, carnival glass,
depression glass, and lots
of other items! Thursday
and Friday, June 11th and
12th at the Crossroads in
Gob. Out 121 West to 564,
then to Gob.
Garage sale, Saturday, June
13, 1523 London Drive,
Canterbury Estates, off
16th Street, in South
Murray.
Yard sale, Wednesday,
starting 8 AM, 626 North
4th St.
Yard sale: WednesdaySaturday, 9-?, 419 North
Cherry Street. Baby items,
kitchen items, books,
furniture, etc.

43. Real Estate
24 Acre Subdivision for
sale. Near Barkley Lake.
City water. Partner has
been transferred. Call
1-924-5419.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $15,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sale,
$8,000.

Slim&
Waldrop
RNA Esti**
Paulo lea Castor 75547•7

ate
43. hi-LT-

Want
to go on a permanent vacation? Living in this rustic
home located 1/4 mile
from the lake could let you
do just that! Low heat bills
in winter and beautiful
scenery year round are just
part of it's charm. You can
own this private haven for
only $18,800. House has 1
bedroom, living room, kitchen, bath, and great room.
Take a look at this one. Call
Spann Realty Associates,
7k3-7724.
INVESTORS..
Very good small
mobile home court.
10 spots, available
now with 5 additional
acres to expand. Call
today!

•

Asi L.
REAL ESTATE

I.

& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

An adaptable that can be
used for either home or
office or both, Property
zoned B-2 (business).
Located at 12th and
Sycamore. large living room
that could also be used for
reception room, kitchen or
conference room, utility or
storage room, 4 large rooms
upstairs for either bedrooms or offices, one and
1/
.
2
baths. Brick garage.
Central air-conditioning,
gas heat. offered at
reasonable price for this
type of property. We can
arrange financing. Ken
Shores Estates, Inc., 1111
Sycamore „ Street, Murray.
753-7531 or 753-0101.

maalstiosi.
1.11

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Serl ,

ith The F nere1.4 Tt,ut ti

BROWN'S GROVE
Nicely decorated
older home, convenient to stores, churches, etc. Located on
a beautiful 3i acre
lot. Owner will
finance
at
reasonable terms.
Only $21,250.
PANORAMA
SHORES
Waterfront home,
wooded lot, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, 1
car garage, spacious
living-dining room,
cathedral ceiling,
glassed wall for lovely lake veiw. Electric
wall heat, central
air, (basement level
bedroom, bath complete.) Large deck,
screened. A bargain
at $36,500.

Simply Lovely! This home is
thoughtfully planned and
beautifully decorated in
neutral colors. Charming
front-to-back Great room
features brick wall with
raised • fireplace, built-in
firebox and T.V. compartment. formal dining room.
dream kitchen with pantry.
built-in desk and breakfast
area...Sliding doors lead to
enclosed screened patio
There are 4 bedrooms and
214 baths in this 2 story
home. Owner will consider
financing to qualified
purchaser. You may see by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

WELCOMES YOU HOME
- No. 320. White stone house
is in a fine residential
neighborhood, just a few
blocks to church and shopping center. Corner lot is 60 x
185, fronts pavement.
Twelve miles to Kentucky
Lake,just 2 miles to college.
House is basically in good
repair, perfect for the handyman. Seven rooms and
bath; 2 or 3 bedrooms, utility room 10 x 21, garage and
carport. Drapes, range,
refrigerator, 2 window air
conditioners stay. City
water, cable TV, wall-to-[
Persian
& Thurman
6,
wall carpeting. Few shade
Insurance &
trees and rose bushes, good
garden spot add to setting.
Real Estate
$30,900. Rent or move in.

Strout Realty
10E. L. KENNON. Broker
1912 Coldwater Rd.
Mona kentudo, 420-1
Call 753-0186 ianytime

Country living in town.
Beautiful shade trees, fruit
trees and white fence
surround this gracious 3
bedroom, 1"2 story home.
Full basement. 2 fireplaces,
breezeway, garage. 6.2
acres of land in Puryear,
TN. Houston Realty Co..
Huntingdon, TN 901-98656 4 3, ,
nights
901-986-8330.

FOR RENT
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
Home on large shaded
lot with garden space.
$150 per month and
security deposit.
Ron Talent
Realty
753-9894
6 Acre hog,farm wi
concrete block hog
barn, well ad half
acre pond. 3,000
young pine trees.
Nice 3 bedroom country home on one and
a half acres. Central
heat and air. 2 car
body shop wired for
compressor.
Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146
304N. 12th
y. Ky. 42011
A. Illems-irober

Do you have a taste for the
beautiful, but -a practical
nature too? This house is
meant for you then! Almost
new it has 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, with large kitchen
and dining area and
features a spacious great
room with beautiful
fireplace. The fenced backyard and patio are ideal for
the small ones. See this one
today, it's truely a blend of
the beautiful and practical.
Call Spann Realty Associates, 753-7724.

FOR SALE:
Country Grocery store
with lying quarters.
Grocery doing geed
'nosiness. Da/s phone
75345842, nights
753-1408.

Seuthsld• Court Sq.
Murray, Kentocky
753-4451
A super special is
this three bedroom
brick with two full
baths near Murray
High School. Plastic
under house and insulation up to standards. Central gas
heat and central
electric air. Lots of
closet and storage
room. Priced at only
$49,500.00. Roberts
Realty.

This Makes. House Sense!
For the active family who
wants a really, functional
home, here's art.dpportunity to own this three
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath home. It
has a large den with
fireplace, covered deck and
fenced backyard. This home
has an assumable VA loan.
For more information, call
753-1492...Century 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.

41. Rea-I-Nate

53:Services Offered 53. Services Offered

49-. Used Cars

1970 4 door Impalla $175
Call 753-8367
1973 Canary yellow MG
Midget, convertible $1700
1977 Delta 88 Royale, tan
Fi0171Vos 1 OK 1% 111K,
47.000 miles, power win
11111111M.M.111. dows. AM-FM stereo tape
WHY PAY RENT..
cruise, tilt, new tires
When you can own
$3700 Call after 5 pm
this 3 bedroom brick
759-4443
home at an affor1973 Olds 442 Call after 5
dable price. Good
pm. 436-5356.
home in quiet
1975 Pontiac $875 753neighborhood with
4445
lovely landscaped
1975 PontiactAFirebird.
yard. Backyard is
AM -Fat
airfenced and home is
condit11%/4 ow miles Call
neat as a pin. All the
759-4828, ask for David
work is done for you,
so don't let this op1978 Ford Fairmont. 2portunity pass. Pricdoor, most options, exceled in the $30's. Phone
lent condition. Local car
$3950. 759-4667.
753-1222, Kopperud,
for real service in
1981 SX-2000 Datsun,
Real Estate.
hardtop, sun roof, 5-speed,
full power. AM-FM stereo
CABIN IN THE
with amp, undercoat PolyWOODS
coat, mag wheels. ApOne of the newest
proximately 38 mpg
forms of home conhighway. Velour interior
digital clock, etc. 4900
struction today is
actual miles. Must sell
also one of the oldest.
$9500. Call Chuck, 527See why thousands of
3222 9am-4pm. May be
home buyers are turseen at 701 Poplar, Benton.
ning to the comfort
and economy of log
50. Used Trucks
homes. Located only
For sale 1936 Chevy
minutes from town
Deluxe 4-door Sedan.
and features three
restorable 901-642-4414
bedrooms,two baths,
after 5 pm
fully equipped kit52.-Boats and--- '
chen and great room.
Phone 753-1222, KopBoat Motors
perud Realty, for
15' Runabout, motor, and
full-time Real Estate
trailer. In excellent condiService.
tion. $500. Call 753-7214.
18' Winner 1 ,0 tri-hull
walk-through windshield
46. Homes-Fin
120 hp, 1666 Ryan Ave
12.000 off appraisal 3-5
bedroom, brick. Near Un- Hunter 25' 1977, inboard
iversity. With extra income diesel, 4 sails, fully
from business or rental equipped. 1-442-7810 or
after 6 pm. 1-442-4123
space. Phone 753-5074.
Stainless steel prop. 21
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive. inch pitch, perfect condiBV with 1400 plus sq. ft. tion. $100. Call 759-1252_
living area, fully carpeted. 3
bedrooms, built-in kitchen 53. Services
and family room combinaAluminum Service ,Co
tion, living room, utility,
aluminum and vinyl
one large bath, lots of
storage. Low $40's. Call'
siding, custom trim
753-9818. Must see to
work. References Cali
appreciate.
Will Ed Bailey. 753
0689
Cozy bungalow within
walking distance of M.S U
Two-bedrooms, living room
Bills Upholstery. We give
bath and kitchen with your car, boat or furniture a
adjoining fully paneled new look! Located behind
family room downstairs'and Dairy Queen. Call
private master bedroom 753-8085.
and work area upstairs
ALUMINUM SIDING
Kitchen has plenty of ALCOA
vinyl siding and trim
or
hardwood -veneered
Aluminum trim for brick
cabinets, built-in range.
houses. Jack Glover, 153and garbage disposal
Carpeting and economical 1873.
gas heat. Large backyard COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP.
with plenty of trees, small GARDEN
garden space, and metal Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
- - saws, expertly
utility shed. $36.000
repaired.- Pickup and
Please call 753-8955.
Duplex, one block univers- delivery available. 489- •
ity, $46,000 One aparl 2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
merit, 122,500. Stove. K & K Stump Removal. Do
refrigerator'. air-conditioner you need stumps removed
753-5791, 759-1074, 153- 'from your yard or and
cleared of stumps7 We can
2649.
Two bedroom lownhome rentrzve stumps up to 24th0 ground, leaving
$40,000
He'Npump only
sawdust
and chips.
washer dryer stolie re
for tree estimate, Bob
frigerator, dishwasher,, dis Call
Kemp 415-4343 or Bob
posal 759-1074, 753-2649. Kemp, Jr.
435-4319
75-5791
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
47.'Motorcycles
. Commercial anti residen1972 Honda 350, good 1.01. Also patching. sealing,
condition, $500. Call 759- and striping. For estimates
call 753-1533.
4105.
1977 Suzuki TS-185B, good MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
shape $250 Call 753-3016 underpinning, roof's sealed
patio awnings. and house
after 5 pm
type roofs for mobile
1977 Yamaha 750, 8000 homes, 753-1873. Jack
miles, drive shaft, $1600 Glover.
Call 753-8085.
1978 Yamaha DT-I25.
excellent condition, less
than 1000 miles. Must see!
Call 753-6432.
1979 Harley Davidson
Sportster, low mileage Call
after 5 pm, 436-5356
1979 Honda XL-185-S.
2800 miles. Call 753-3826
after 6 pm.
1979 Yamaha XS-650, 850
miles. Call 753-3826 after
6 pm.
350 Honda, good condition
753-5149

100f1IN
Ileilt-Vp & Hawks
Refersoices. All
work
g•ariosit•sid.
Fr••
estimates.
Call 7311-1051 or
1534551

Heating refrigeration and
Boo s
electrical repair
Service
Refrigeration
Hazel, KY 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
Interior and Exterior Painting, 12 years experience
Call 435-4364 or 435-4477
or 436-2166
Laborer, $4.00 per hour
753-3058
Johnson's Electric C
mercial and reside'',
wiring, gas installed
repairing 753-7203

REPAIR
SERVICE
Electrical- refrigerator air
conditioner - appliances.
icemakers. well pumps Call
John Pritchard 435-4284
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs Also
do carpentry. painting
roofing and concrete All
work done to satisfaction
tispert car and home
753-9822
ereo repair.
Appliance Service Ken
WORLD OF SOUND
Whirlpool
more.
222 S. 12th St.
Westinghouse, Experienced
753-5865
independent service Bobby
Hopper. 753-4872
Asphalt driveways and park- Need work on your trees'
ing lots sealed by Sears For Topping, pruning. shaping
free estimates call 753 complete removal and
more Call ROVER'S TREE
2310
SERVICE for professional
Attention roofing con- tree care. 753-8536
tractors! Roger Hudson now
has roof agngate rock We Need your car cleaned up
washed vacuumed clean
deliver. Call 753-4545
windows, remove tar hand
Big Joe's Small Engine rubbed and waxed, clean
Repair. 808 Coldwater • wheels and tires Like new!
Road, 753-8834. Chain Only $20! Free pickup and
saws. lawn mowers, and delivery. Call Jeff or Mike
tillers All makes. Andy Garrison
753-7824 or
Elkins mechanic. Also have 436-2141.
used mowers for sale.
Professional paper hangi ng
painting, farm buildings.
ALEXANDER'S
top sides Commercial or
SEPTIC TANK
residential Call Tremor,
CLEANING
Farris 759-1987
Vacuum cleaned from
Sanitation Service to all of
your driveway, in- Calloway County Weekl.,
dustrial or residential.
pickup service, reasonable
24 hour service. 753monthly rates. Spec
Senior Citizens rate. Call "
5933.
& D Sanitation Service
436-2562
after 5 pm.
Bob's Home Improvement.
Service Remodeling, paint- Warning! Don't read th-s,
ing, cement work, general unless you're in need ..if
home maintenenace and roofing. carpentry. or eii
inspections. Free estimates. trical work. New or rep:
All guaranteed Call
153-4501.
753-9226 for free estima".,
Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements, Wet basement? We
driveways, storm cellars wet basements dry.
porches 20 years ex- completely guarenteed Ca.'
or write Morgan CL,Tperience 753-5476
struction
Co.. Route 2. Box.
Fence sales at Sears now
409A,
Paducah.
KY 42001
Call Sears. 753-2310 for
or night. 1-442
free estimate for your or call day
7026.
needs.
Will
haul driveway whire
For small building, trailer
rock
and
Ag lime, also fise
additions, remodeling, flue
any type of brown or wfste
building: call G. Higdon, pea gravel.
Also do backnue
436-2253. Concord
work. Call Roger Huds.iii
Guttering by Sears Sears 753-4545 or 753-6763
continous gutters installed Will mow yards 15
year,
per your specifications. Call
experience Call 753-6564
Sears 753 2310 for free
Will sharpen hand saws aH
estimate
skill saws 753-4656
If you are having a problem
getting those small lobs or
repairs around the house or Free! Two black and whife
mobile home done reasona- kittens and spayed adoif
bly in these hard times, c5I1 cat- Have had all shots aril
us' Carpentry, painting. warming 753-3213.
plumbing, and small concrete lobs. Free estimates Free', to someone to haw
away 50.000 BTU gas floor
436-2562.
furnanC`e,. kitchen sink.
lavratory %, old carpeting
AI'S Super Shell
doors, i widows. screens
South 4th Street
pipes, suit>. l'6mber anl
Murray
other junk jrlam 'basemenComplete
Auto
and out ttrildirk Most take
Repair. free tube with
See Bill PriceoN619 N
oil and filter change.
4th before 4 oni\M\ cid!
753-7896.
753-7391
•6

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. i Across from Community tense,'

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

AUCTION

753-1222
HOMPS IF OR 1 1%.11111.;

4MMill&A.11M.
NEW COMMERCIAL LISTING
This commercial
property located on a
corner lot would
make an excellent
location for a retail
business. Approximately 1500 sq. ft.
Priced right! $20's.
Phone 753-1222, Kopperud Realty.
PEACEFUL
RETREAT
Double-wide Mobile
home and two lots
Just minutes from
Kentucky Lake.
Home is on concrete
block foundation and
has three bedrooms
and two baths. Offered in the $20's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main in
Murray.

AüWSirvices
Small, all steel, one-ton
wrecker bed. Complete with
boom, wench, cab wreck.
cable, etc. $500. 759-1739.

WU-led-ears
1977 Oldsmobile Star
fire, 1 owner, local
car.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

230 South 15th Street Murray, Kentucky
Saturday- June 20th, 1981
at 1:00 p.m.
10% down day of sal.. Balance in 30days
Dan Miller-Auctioneer

O
ritt111
)
'

-Tr
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
753-1492
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Atlanta Recreation Program
Aimed To Keep Blacks Safe

Funerals

Mrs. Loula Henley died
Saturday at the Medical
Center Hospital in Madisonville. She was 70 years of
age.
Survivors include one son,
Howard Henley, Mayfield;
five sisters — Mrs. Saint L.
Williams, Murray, Mrs.
Novell Hubbs, Marshall
County, Mrs. Lucy Madden,
Mrs. Milta Champion, and
Mrs. Louise Copeland, all of
Mayfield; three brothers —
Codie C., William Ralph, and
James Henley, all of
Mayfield; two grandchildren; one great grandchild.
Graveside rites are being
held today at 2 p.m. at the
Story's Chapel Cemetery in
Graves County with the Rev.
Ralph Rogers officiating.
The Roberts Funeral
Home of Mayfield is in
charge of the arrangements.

The funeral for Mrs. Stella
Etheridge of Benton Route 1
was held Monday at 1 p.m. at
the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
0. D. McKendree officiating.
Burial was in the Edwards
Cemetery.
Mrs. Etheridge, 93, died
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Lake Haven Health Care
Center, Benton. She was a
member of the Union Hill
Church of Christ.
She is survived by four
daughters — Mrs. Floy Vick,
Mrs. Lovada Salyers, and
Mrs. June Edwards, all of
Hardin, and Mrs. Cloe
Newton, Benton; three sons
— Orville and Willie
Etheridge, Benton, and S. T.
Etheridge, Hardin; two
sisters, Mrs. Eva Davenport, Benton, and Mrs. Lora
Lyles, Hardin; 16 grandchildren; 20 great grandchildren.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
June 9,1961
Kentucky Pi:rehase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 4 Buying Stations
Receipts - Act. 211 Est, 550 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 1.50 higher Sows 1.00-2.00
higher
$49.50-50.00
US 1-2210-240 lbs. ..
14900-4910
US 2 210-2501be
$48.0049.00
US 2-3 240-260 lbs. .
US 2-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
$40 00-41.00
US 1-2 270-3501W.
US 1-3300.450 lbs. $40.00.41.00 few 42.00
141.00-42.50
US 1-3 450-5001bs.
142.00-44 00
US 1-3500-450 lbs.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. •...
$39.09-4000
Boars 34 CO-37.00

CHECK TO ANIMAL SHELTER — The Welcome Wagon Club presented a $25
check to the Calloway County Animal Shelter. At the presentation were (from left)
Madge Woodard, fund-raising committeeperson; Sallyanne Sawyer, fund-raising
chairman; Melvie Garland, assistant shelter supervisor; and Susan McKneely, club
president.

Reagan, Portillo Stress Trust,
Cooperation At Camp David
By MAUREEN SANTINI
Associated Press Writer
CAMP DAVID, Md. AP)
— President Reagan and
Mexican President Jose
Lopez Portillo, publicly
submerging any differences,
are stressing' - trust and
neighborly cooperation in
their; talks at this mountaintop retreat.
Devoting extraordinary
personal attention to his
guest, Reagan spent more
than 3"2 hours Monday in
discussions with Lopez Portillo, took him horseback
riding and capped the day
with a candlelight dinner on
the terrace overlooking
Reagan's pool.
"While we deal with you as
a representative of a great
nation, we can't help but
think of you as brothers,"
Reagan said in a toast
following the roast sirloin
dinner.
He pledged that any action we take will be consistent with the principles of
good
sovereignty,
neighborliness and hospitality."
Lopez Portillo, who issued
a stiff rebuke to thenPresident Carter in a toast at
a 1979 state luncheon in Mexico, took the occasion Monday night to tell Reagan:
"We wish to know and
understand each other, but
most important we trust
each other."
He said there was ''no tenmuch
and
sion
understanding" between the
two nations.
The two leaders were
returning to the White House
today for more talks and a
formal luncheon. Any

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

71 CAPIK1
4-door, iint‘ed glass, body side molding, door edge
guards, intermittent windshield wiper system, air conditioner, remote control mirrors, sport suspension,
cruise control, V-8, automatic transmission, tilt
steering wheel, radio, bumper guards, beige vinyl top,
camel knit cloth interior, camel metallic outside. This
car has been driven by Grayson McClure $8,400.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
641 South, Murray

753-2617

ATLANTA (AP) —
Thousands of running, squirming children poured into city recreation centers for the
opening of "Safe Summer
'81" — a multimillion-dollar
program aimed at protecting youngsters from
whomever has slain 28 young
blacks.
The recreation program,
which got under way Monday at 61 sites, was conceived during the winter as officials sought ways to keep
children under close supervision once schools close for
the summer.
All but five of the 28 young
blacks found slain in the
Atlanta area since July 1979
have been 17 or younger. A
special police task force has
been investigating, but no
one has been charged in any
of the cases.
Police are continuing their
surveillance of a 23-year-old
black man questioned for 12
hours last week in connection with the slayings, but
authorities say they do not
have sufficient evidence to
make an arrest -at, this
time." His house is being
watched by both police and
journalists.

agreements they make will
be announced afterward.
Leaving their wives at
home, Reagan and Lopez
Portillo arrived here Monday morning with an entourage that filled five
helicopters.
Wearing dark blue jackets
bearing the presidential seal
and the flags of the United
States and Mexico, the two
leaders and 12 aides ate
lunch on a terrace outside
Reagan's lodge overlooking
a meadow and discussed his
plan to spur economic
development in the Caribbean basin. An interpreter
sat between them.
A senior U.S. official,
briefing reporters on the
condition that he not be identified, glossed over the
discussion of the two
leaders' divergent policies
toward the turmoil in Central America.
The U.S. official said the
subject was broached, but
each side just described its
own view of the situation as
opposed to coming to any
agreement or any more than
a declaration of each side's
point of view."
While the Reagan administration has provided
military aid and advisers to
the civilian-military junta in
El Salvador to counter what
it says is Cubanled aggression, Mexico opposes that
aid and has called for a
political solution.
Trade and energy questions also were on Monday's

agenda, as was the issue of
Mexicans who reside illegally in the United States.
However, no details were
provided of the discussions
on those topics.

At the city's Thomasville
recreation center, Mayor
Maynard Jackson told 210
children, "You need to keep
an eye out for each other."
The program, which will
cost about $4 million, is being financed in part by about
$800,000 in federal grants
and about $300,000 in donations and proceeds from a
spring concert, said Richard
Monteilh, coordinator for the
city program. The remaining money comes from city
funds normally budgeted for
summer recreation.
Jackson and Monteilh both
estimated about 10,000
children attended the first
day, and Jackson predicted
that, by the end of the week,
47,000 would be enrolled in
Publicly and privately
operated programs.
City officials have touted
the tight supervision that

Women's Groups Hail
Supreme Court Decision
In essence, the justices
made it Wegal for women to
be paid less simply because
they work in jobs held
primarily by females. But
certain limitations still remain.
"It raises many, many
more questions than it
answers," said Lawrence Z.
Lorber, a Washington
lawyer who handles employment cases.
Among those questions are
the amount of evidence needed to prove illegal
discrimination and the notion of "comparable worth."
The comparable worth
doctrine, which the court
noted it was not deciding,
says that because of the
worth or difficulty of certain
jobs, women should be paid
equally to men even though
their work may be totally
dissimilar.
-They (the justices)
meant it to be an extremely
limited decision. I think
lower courts will take this
decision and expand on it,"
Lorber continued.
"There's going to have to
be a lot of interpretation
done," said one lawyer who
represents employers in
employment cases.
The lawyer, who asked
that his name not be used,
fact, have contended Ms. noted that the high court did
Barnett never intended to not set any specific stanmake the letters public dards to guide the whole new
anyway, said Howard Blum, class of claims that are exwho represents Ms. Barnett. pected to reach the courts.
Under the agreement the
letters can be used in court
Prices of stock of local interest at
as evidence, but may only be 11 a.m , CDT, today, furnished to the
shown to the judge in Ledger & Times by Fu-st of Michigan,
Corp .of Murray, are as follows
chambers, not publicly, Industrial Average
-1.58
Blum said.
4374 unc
Products
Ms. Barnett, formerly the Air
4 +%
American Motors
secretary and companion to Ashland
30% -Vs
56% -411
Ms. King, is suing the tennis American Telephone
6% Ail
Chrysler
player in a precedent-setting Ford Motor
73% -%
-44
15%
F
G.A
palimony suit involving their General Dynamic
.32% +%
lesbian relationship.
55% -%
General Motors
X% -Vs
Tire
Ms. Barnett claims she General
4 +%
/
253
Goodrich
gave up her hairdressing Goodyear
18 unc
32% -%
career to travel the tennis Gulf Oil .
3351
+%
Heublien
circuit with Ms. King and IBM
57% -%
25%1125%A
that, during a love affair Jerico
X% unc
K-mart
which began in 1972, Ms. Kuhn's Big K
444 unc
4
3
-/
2854
Penwalt
King promised her lifetime Quaker Oats
4
3
X -/
support and the Malibu Texaco
34% +Vs
-%
42%
U.S.
Tobacco
house.
18% +v.
Wendy's
She says the Kings want to
16.28
C.E.F Fund
evict her and sell the house.

By KEVIN M.COSTELLOE
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Women's groups are applauding a Supreme Court
decision that gives female
workers a new right to seek
wages equal to those of their
male counterparts, but legal
experts say many key questions remain open.
The high court, on a 5-4
vote, ruled Monday that
women can use the sweeping
provisions of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 to file wagelawsuits
discrimination
without proving that they
perform the same jobs as
men who get paid more.
"The decision is an enormous victory for those
fighting to end sex
discrimination in employment," said Judith
Lichtinan, executive director of the Women's Legal
Defense Fund.
The justices ruled that
women who claim wage
discriminatton are not bound
by a federal law requiring
equal pay only for equal
work.

Billie Jean King Letters
Won't Be Made Public
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The 100 letters that tennis
star Billie Jean King is alleged to haVe written to her
former lover, Marilyn
Barnett, will not be publiciSed under an agreement that
lawyers for the two women
have filed in court..
1
A Superior Court hearing \
set for Monday was con- \
tinued to July 8 when the 1
court will hear arguments on
Ms. Barnett's request for a
restraining order to keep
Ms. King and'her husband,
Larry King, from evicting
her from a Malibu home
owned by the Kings.
A preliminary injunction
that went into effect May 29
restrains Ms. Barnett and
her lawyers from releasing
or publicizing any letters the
tennis star wrote to her or
that she wrote to Ms. King.
Ms. Etarnett's lawyers
signed the agreement and,in

Stock Market

will be exercised at the
centers. Special T-shirts
were ordered for the
children to enhance security,
and news reporters were
allowed into the centers only
if they first obtained special
permits.
The shirts had not arrived
by Monday afternoon.
"It's going to take a couple
of weeks to work all the
kinks out," said Parks and
Recreation Commissioner
Geri Elder, adding that the
shirts will be distributed
"after we get an accurate
•
enrollment count."
The children will take part
in volleyball, softball,
basketball, swimming,dancing and arts and crafts.

Livestock Market
350 lb 41.50-42.50; 350-400 lb 42.5043.50;
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)(USDA ) —
lb 43.50-44.50; 450-500 lb 44.50Estimated receipts cattle and calves 400-450
1200; compared to Monday's close 45.00; 500-575 lb 45.00-45.95; 3 and utility 403-525 lb 41.00-42.00; boars over 300
represented slaughter steers and
heifer steady; cows 1.00-2.00 higher lb 42.50-45.00, under 300 lb 32.00-39.00.
Sheep untested.
compared to Monday's late close, cow
trade largely 3.00-4.00 higher for two
days; bulls steady to 1.00 lower;
slaughter calves untested early;
vealers steady; feeders 1.00-3.00
higher, full advance on weights over
500 lb; few choice slaughter steers 990
lb 65.00; few choice 1425 lb 61.00; good
and choice 930-1306 lb including
Flowers Do It
dairybreds 58.60-63.20; standard and
good 980-1060 lb 48.25-55.00; slaughter
heifers choice 930 lb 62.80; good and
choice 900-1055 lb 58.50-61.60; commercial cows 43.00-48.25; utility 43.5047.00; !several high dressing 47.5052.00; cutter 41.00-44.25; canner 37.0041.00; slaughter bulLs grade 1 1535-1780
lb 55.00-57.50; grade 1-2 1050-1740 lb
51.00-54.00; grade 2 1030-1510 lb 47.5051.00; choice 170-300 lb vealers 70.0081.00; good 64.00-70.00; feeder steers
medium frame 1 300-500 lb 65.00-68.50;
500-600 lb 63.00-69.00; 600-700 lb 61.0065.40; shortload 735 lb 65.60; large
frame 1 700-870 lb 54.25-60.25, medium
frame 2 300-500 lb 59.00-66.00; 500-700 lb
57.00-63.00; large frame 2 Holsteins 547
lb 54.00; 940-1000 lb 46.00-52.75 including 1000 lb 52.75; heifers medium
frame 1 300-500 lb 58.00-62.50; 500405 lb
56.00-59.75; large frame 1 715 lb 57.30;
medium frame 2 300-500 lb 51.00-58.00;
500-700 lb 48.75-56.00.
Hogs 800; compared to Monday's
close barrows and gilts 75-1.00 higher;
1-2 200-235 lb 50.30-50.50; Z35-260 lb
50.00-50.30; 2260-265 lb 49.50-50.00; 2-3
200-285 lb 41.75-49.50; 3 225-315 lb 48.0048.75; sows. 1.00-3.00 higher, full advance on weights over 450 lb; 1-2 300-

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Allen Ludden, longtime boat
of the popular television
game show "Password,"
died early today after a long
battle with cancer, a family
spokesman said.
Ludden, 63, died at Good
Samaritan Hospital at 1:25
a.m. PDT,said Larry Bloustein, a spokesman for Ludden's wife, actress Betty
White.
He had been in and out of
the hospital in recent months
because of ailments stemming from cancer that was
diagnosed a year and a half
ago.

Rely on us during your time of need. We
arrange casket blankets, wreaths,
baskets, and sprays.
We also offer personal consultation for
loved ones here and away.
Owners Sharilyn Wisehart - Nancy Bogard
WNW. SOUTH 4TH

Bel Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m.

6th
Anniversary Sale

el).

1 Week Only
Patten:
Of
All Pattems In Store
$6.00 DouWeutsChoose
Fro
PrepastedWallpaper Sale$8.00 Double -TO
Some Book's 20% Off
Only $6.00 Per Gel.
Latex Interior Wall Paint
10% on
All Gift Items & Crystal

Extra 10% Off Already Marked Down
Unfinished Furniture
Lots Of Item's All Through The Store
oniy $6.00
Take Advantage Of Our 6th Anniversary Sale
Only 1 Week

Show Dad How Much You Care With A Recliner From
Dunn's Furniture
„

We have over 100 Berkline, Wollowoys, Rocker Recliners and Swivel
Rockers Now In Stock At Prices For Below Suggested Retail.
Come In Now While The Selection is Still Good. We Do Have New
Shipments Arriving Doily.

1"1111231111111111111 Hwy. 641 North

Allen Ludden, Host
Of 'Password,' Dies
Today Of Cancer

Bel-Air Decor

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL!

41,111re-

Jackson said the program
will continue through the
summer even if the case is
cracked,and another is plan-

ned for next year.
Similar programs in
Fulton and DeKalb counties
are scheduled to get under
way after the counties'
schools close Wednesday.
Atlanta is situated almost
entirely within Fulton County, and DeKalb is a suburban
county lying east of the city.

DUNN FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE

753-3037

